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Suspicious 
packages cause 
terrorism scare 
The second threat in 
as many days forces 
the Pott of Miami to 
investigate its 
shipments | Page 7 
Convicted 
man's family 
begs the courts 
Truck driver convicted o 
smuggling immigrants 
awaits possible death 
sentence | Page 7 
Farm fresh 
produce 
Some campus dining 
facilities have made 
the transition from 
fries to fresh 
vegetables | Page 5 
What you may 
have missed in 
Falcon B Ball 
Catch up on both the 
men and women 
hoopsters 
| Pag.7 
Gators win the 
championship 
Last night's game in 
Arizona ends in a loss 
for the Buckeyes 
| Page 7 
I 
Passengers 
stranded at sea 
finally rescued 
Fifteen people shared 
food and water to 
survive for nine days 
after their ferry sank 
| Page 10 
Volcano spits 
ash cloud into 
the sky 
Families are forced 
to pack up and move 
due to danger of gas 
and debris | Page 10 
If you could pick 
anyone for president, 
who would it be? 
Dennis Twaddle 
Freshman. Aviation FTO 
"Oprah Winfrey." 
| Pag.4 
TODAY 
\ri     Scattered Flurries 
High: 52. Low: 24 
TOMORROW 
Mostly Sunny 
High: 53, Low: 29 
College Republicans to bring guitar legend to BG 
By Megan Schmidt 
Senior Reporter 
To the pleasure of some stu- 
dents and the disappointment 
of others, best-selling author 
Ann Coulter will not speak at 
the University this spring. 
Instead, rock guitarist Ted 
Nugent will replace the polar- 
izing pundit at the College 
Republicans' annual spring 
speaker event on March 27 in 
the Union's Lenhart Grand 
Ballroom. 
Nugent's involvement with 
the National Rifle Association 
(NRA) and books like "God, 
Guns and Rock 'n' Roll" and 
"Kill It and Grill It" have made 
him a popular lecturer among 
conservatives. 
The change in speakers 
came shortly after the College 
Republicans received news that 
Coulter could not speak at the 
"She just couldn't 
commit at this 
time." 
Brian Kutzley | College Republican 
event this semester due to per- 
sonal issues. 
"She just couldn't commit at 
this time," Brian Kutzley, co-chair 
of the College Republicans, said. 
After Coulter's decision was 
announced, the group voted 
to select a new speaker and 
ultimately chose Nugent over 
another possible candidate, 
judge Kenneth Starr. 
Kutzley said the College 
Republicans will pay Nugent 
$25,000 to speak — $5,000 more 
than they would have spent to 
bring Coulter to campus 
llowever.theYoungAmerica's 
foundation   will   provide   a 
S 10.000 grant for the event and 
the College Republicans will 
also use money earned from 
campaigning during election 
season from the Ohio College 
Republican Foundation to help 
with expenses 
But the extra fundraising the 
group may have to do to fund 
the speaker will be worth the 
effort, Kutzley said. 
See LEGEND | Page 7 
Students make a break for it 
JORDAN FLOWER    T-EBGNttfft 
DOWNHILL Sunshine Life Line (above) is one of the several back country runs offered at steamboat springs. Nearly 5.000 feet below 
is the Yampa River and the Steamboat Springs resort 
Journey to aid New Orleans 
ByAlainaBuzas 
Reporter 
My arms are covered in bug bites and bruises, there's dirt 
under my fingernails, and if I hear the song "Life Is A Highway" 
one more time, I might scream. But I don't remember a time 
I've felt this alive. 
This was my second time returning home from a New 
Orleans rebuilding trip this year knowing I'd be going back to 
the Big Easy. 
Days one and two: The big easy or bust 
On Friday, Dec. 16,112 BGSU students and faculty members 
loaded two charter coaches and began their winter breaks 
with a day-and-a-half bus ride. We arrived in St. Bernard 
Parish on Saturday and immediately went to Camp Hope, our 
home for the week. Just like many of the buildings in the area, 
high waterlines scarred Camp Hope's walls from post-Katrina 
flooding. Upon our arrival to Camp Hope, we were given a few 
guidelines: take quick showers, be up by 6 a.m. and oh, don't 
flush your toilet paper, place it in the bucket. Welcome to a 
recovery camp. 
Day three: Downtown New Orleans 
Blue skies, short sleeves and fresh-squeezed lemonade... in 
See AID | Page 14 
Holiday road trip 
to Colorado 
By Jordan Flower 
Staff Pfwtographer 
Every year the BG Outdoor I'rogram led by Dhecti aTBryan Cavins 
heads west of the Mississippi River, west of the central plains and 
into the mountains for a one week ski and snowboard excursk in 
Students may have seen the large posters hanging around cam- 
pus about the trip. Now S540 to a college student will almost pay 
for books for one semester. But 68 students bleu their book bud- 
get and went to Steamboat Springs, (jilo. the week alter finals. 
"It was a deal," said Cat Stetz, freshman. "I've been out west 
before and it cost well over a thousand bucks a person." 
The trip out 
We left on a new coach bus. that had only 11,000 miles as our 
first driver stated. We had just started on a 25 hour road trip to 
Colorado which means we wouldn't arrive until Saturday. 
"It was really long, but it was worth it," said Bridget 
Haley, freshman. 
We passed through Indiana, Illinois, Iowa and Nebraska before 
we got to Colorado. But we only took four different interstate high- 
ways to get to Steamboat Springs; 1-75 north to 1-80/90 all the way 
across to Denver where we picked up 1-76 through the Rabbit Ears 
Mountain Pass. The pass this time of year is a need in mis scries of 
tunnels and winding highways, but we had no problem traversing 
See COLORADO | Page 15 
AUINA8UZAS    •HEBGNEWS 
DE STRUCTED: New Orleans continues to suffer from Humcane Katrma The barn in the yard behind the Habitat house was stl suffering 
under the weight of a neighbooring tree. Like others n ttie area, the tree liad urxwited cfuring the storm and fated on an adjacent buildmg. 
War crimes trial continues in the wake of Saddam 
By Lauren Fraycr 
The Associated Press 
BAGHDAD, Iraq — Saddam 
Hussein had been dead nine days 
but his voice resounded through 
the courtroom yesterday as he 
and his cousin "Chemical All" 
discussed killing thousands of 
Kurds in the 1980s, according to 
audiotapes played at their war 
crimes trial. 
Saddam's physical presence 
was gone — his chair in the white 
metal pen where the defendants 
sit was empty — but his aura still 
hungover the proceedings against 
his former regime members. 
The trial reconvened for the first 
time since Dec. 21 and a little more 
than a week since Saddam was 
hanged for the killing of 148 Shiites 
after an assassination attempt in 
the town of Dujail in 1982. 
Meanwhile, new video of 
Saddam's corpse shortly after 
the hanging was posted on the 
Internet. It showed a gaping 
wound on Saddam's neck, with 
his head unnaturally twisted at a 
90 degree angle to his right. 
The video appeared to have 
been taken with a camera phone, 
like the graphic video of the hang- 
ing which showed guards taunt- 
ing Saddam in the final moments 
of his life. 
The court's first order of busi- 
ness yesterday was to dismiss all 
charges against Saddam. His co- 
defendants — including his cous- 
in Ali Hassan al-Majid, known as 
"Chemical Ali" — remain in the 
dock for allegedly killing 180,000° 
Kurds in the 1980s as Iraq fought 
a protracted war with Iran. 
Prosecutor Munqith al-Faroon 
aired graphic video during yester- 
day's court session of scores of 
bodies in trucks and in piles on 
the street, overlaid with a voice 
purported to be that of al-Majid 
saying. "I will hit them with 
chemical weapons." 
"Damn   the   international 
community if they say anything. I 
will strike them all with chemical 
weapons," the voice continued. 
Another audiotape had a voice 
identified as Saddam's warning, 
"These weapons are only used at 
my orders." He also reassured col- 
leagues that the weapons "kill by 
the thousands." 
"It will force them out of their 
homes without water or food. It 
makes them evacuate t heir homes 
naked," the voice said. 
In court, Al-Majid described 
the video as "painful," but said 
it showed the work of Iranian 
troops, not Iraqis. As for the audio, 
"It will force them out of their homes 
without water or food. It makes them 
evacuate their homes naked" 
■ Majid 
al-Majid did not deny the voices 
were his and Saddam's. 
The tapes "not only condemn 
me, but the whole path that I 
was part of the path of Saddam 
Hussein," al-Majid said. 
Legal experts said they hoped 
Saddam's six co-defendants 
would be more forthcoming with 
the dictator no longer listening. 
Legal scholar Tariq Haiti said 
the trial could make more prog- 
ress without Saddam, who some- 
times quietly glared at witnesses, 
shouted at them, or launched 
nationalists tirades that got him 
thrown out of court. 
"The trial will be more elastic 
and easy. It will clarify and expose 
more facts because Saddam 
lliissiin'sdisappearancefromthe 
dock will encourage other defen- 
dants to mention some facts that 
they were afraid to divulge when 
he was with them," Hart) said. 
Also the U.S. military 
announced the deaths of two 
more American aoktters yesta 
day: One from combat wounds 
in Salahuddin province, which 
includes Saddams hometown, 
and another from small-arms fire 
north of Baghdad. 
See TRIAL | Page 2 
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GHOST: The empty seat of executed Iraqi 
dictator Saddam Hussein m Baghdad. 
TRIAL 
From Page 1 
"This is not my 
signature and I'm 
sure of that." 
i1 Talabani | Iraqi President 
And  the  While  House  said 
I'icM.lrni Bush would layout his 
new approach for the Iraq war 
in ;i speech tomorrow, Bush 
was expected to announce an 
increase ofas many as 20,000 U.S. 
troops in a bid to contain sectar- 
ian warfare 
Iraqi police, meanwhile, report 
ed the discovery oi 27 tortured 
hculics in the capita] and the 
deaths of 23 other people, inotud 
ing nine Shiite workers gunned 
down in a minibus on tried way 
to the Baghdad airport 
Aside from al-Majid, the co- 
defendants in the so-called 
Anfal trial are former Defense 
Minister Sultan Hashim al-Tai, 
who was the commander ol 
I ask I oree Anfal and head oft he 
Iraqi army 1st Corps; Sabir al- 
Douri, Saddam's military intel- 
ligence chief; laher laufii| al 
Ani, former governor of Mosul 
and head of the Northern Affairs 
Committee: Hussein liashid 
Mohammed,    former   deputy 
directoi ol operations for the 
Iraqi armed forces and Indian 
Mutlaq Saleh, former head of 
military intelligence's  eastern 
regional office, 
When al-Majid liisi  look his 
seat in court yesterday, he tried to 
turn on his microphone to speak 
publicly, The judge quickh shut 
it off. 
Before the trial adjourned until 
Ian, li.AI-laroonalsopresented 
a document alleged]) signed by 
al Aoi, calling for the execution 
of 10 members ol the Patriotic 
Union of Kurdistan, the party 
headed by current Iraqi President 
lalal lalabani Al-Anl denied the 
handwriting was his. 
This is no) my signature and 
I'm sure of that," he told the 
court. 
RIC FRANCIS     AP PHOTO 
JOHN HANCOCK: Bud Krogh. light, signs an autograph loi Aratcli Hernandez at The Nixon Presidential Library and Birthplace. 
Nixon meets Elvis, makes history and 
leaves fans all shook up 
By GILLIAN FLACCUS 
The Associated Press 
Y( tills AIJNDA, Calif. (API —The 
improbable meeting between 
two of the biggest cultural icons 
ol the 1970s lasted all of 30 min- 
utes, but it has fascinated the 
nation lor years. 
A photo of a cloaked and 
b.'jewclcdljvis Presley solemnly 
shaking hands with a grim-fat vd 
President Nixon remains the No. 
I requested document from the 
National Archives, nearly four 
decades after the secret meeting 
took place on Dec. 21,1970. 
Now. on what would be 
llvis's 72nd birthday, the 
Richard Nixon Presidential 
Library & Birthplace is giving 
the curious public a good, long 
look at the relics of the coming 
together of The King and The 
President — and it's got Elvis 
fans all shook up. 
The free exhibit, which 
opened yesterday and will run 
several months, includes the 
outfit P.lvis wore (a black velvet 
overcoat, a gold-plated bell and 
black leather boots]; Nixon's 
outfit (a gray woolen suit, tie 
and size II 1/2 black shoes; 
letters; and a World War II IV 
caliber Colt revolver that l-'lvis 
gave to Nixon. 
"The two of them  together 
somehow is almost Incom- 
prehensible," said Bud Krogh, 
Nixon's then-deputy assistant 
for domestic affairs, who set up 
the impromptu meeting that 
day 36 years ago. The king ol 
rock and the president of the 
United Stales shaking hands in 
the Oval (Mlice doesn't compute 
for a kM of people.'' 
About 200 people, many of 
whom arrived early, listened to 
Krogh reminisce at the exhibit 
opening. 
"Of till the two people, who 
would ever think that F.lvis and 
Nixon would get together? I 
couldn't believe it," said Gloria 
Matta luchman, re, of Santa 
Ana, who said she became 
enthralled with Elvis as a girl 
and met him when she was in 
her 20s. 
i he chain of events that led 
to the meeting began when a 
Stretch limousine carrying 
I Ivis pulled up outside the 
White House. One of his guards 
handed over a letter from EMs 
addressed to Nixon requesting a 
meeting to discuss how the rock 
star could help Nixon fight drugs 
including getting credentials 
as a "federal agent at Luge." 
LEGEND 
From Page 1 
effort, Kulzley said. 
"I think this nttinii is 
being spent as well as it can," 
he said. "INugent) may not 
be as well-known as Coulter 
— everyone recognizes her 
name — but I believe we're 
bringing someone who is 
overall a belter speaker." 
Kutzley said Nugenl's 
lit .Ml lecture will like- 
ly bring a pro-capitalist, 
pro-gun ownership mes- 
sage, locusing on the con- 
cept of the "self-made man 
and woman" and stressing 
the importance of second 
amendment rights. 
To have maximum impact 
on campus, Kuztley said 
tickets to the event will be 
Colonial "Barbers 
Come in and Get your haircut Today! 
Hours: 
Mon,: TUe., Thurs., Fri. 
8:30 am-5:30 pm 
Sat. 
8:00 am - 1:00 pm 
• 2 Barbers • No Waiting 
• Walk - ins Welcome 
205 N. Prospect |4I9) 354-0303 
(3 blocks west of the Administration Building 
on the corner of N. Prospect & Court St.) 
"But if the [College Republicans] want to 
appeal to more people, it's smart of them 
to bring someone less radical." 
Hannah Geyer | St 
free to University students. 
So far. other members of 
the College Republicans 
have shown enthusiasm 
about the change. 
"I think INugent] is hilari- 
ous," Andy HaSCher, a mem- 
ber of the group, said. "He's 
more of an entertainet than 
Ann Coulter. I think it'll he a 
lot more fun for people of all 
different ideologies. 
Yet some students are 
simply happy that Coulter 
won't be speaking al the 
University. 
"ICoulter is just a spec- 
tacle." said Emily Resnik, 
senior, "she wouldn't have 
changed anyone's mind by 
speaking here." 
Others find the change in 
speakers both pleasing and 
a let-down. 
"I iust wanted to go and 
listen |to Coulter] and laugh, 
honestly, said Hannah 
Geyer, senior. "Hut if the 
ICollege Republicans] want 
to appeal lo more people, 
it's smart of them to bring 
someone less radical. 
Come see what we 
have to offer! 
Mid Am Manor 
641 Third St 
702 rhirdSl 
839 Fourth Si 
( harlcsliiwn Apts. 
710 Scott Hamilton 
730 Scott Hamilton 
Id Am 
anagement 
HWUH \\.uLilili 
doic tocampiu 
( all m make an appointment today! 
Mitt Am Management 
Ml Third K4 BCi 
352-4.180 
midamC«'\eri/(>n.nel 
Make us your FIRST CHOICE and find your FIRST CHOICE; 
PRIME RENTALS AVAILABLE NOW FOR 
SUMMER & FALL 2007 
STOP 
by our office & 
pick up the 
New Listings! 
A 
Great Selection of 
Houses Er Apartments 
in Good Locations] 
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC. 
319 E. Wooster Street, Bowling Green, OH 
Located Across From Taco Bell. 
RENTAL OFFICE (419) 354-2260 
Hours- Monday to Friday 8:30- to 5:30 • Saturday - 8:30 to 5:00 
www.johnncwlovereale.state.com 
■R^U* 
'Why Pay V 
More?    ^ 
WASH 
\  For Less/ 
<DROP-Of| SERVICE 
In By Noon 
Out By 5pm 
709 S. Main St. BG 
352-0397 
Attendant oh Duty Daily | 7 Days a Week 
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GET A LIFE 
TODAY 
57th Annual Faculty/ 
Staff Exhibition 
Dorthy Uber Bryan Gallery- Art 
Building 
BUDHURLSTONE 
Willard Wankclman Gallery Art 
Building 
Hire Education: How to 
Find a Part-Time Job 
Career Center- 514 Union 
Council Presidents 
Dinner 
Founders 
Resident Student 
Association Annual 
Bingo Night 
Union Ballroom 
College Democrats 
Informational Meeting 
114 Business Administration 
Vision Weekly Meeting 
107 Hanna Hall 
Leadership Workshop 
209 Olscamp 
College students catch up on their zzz's over the holidays 
By Lisa Black 
MCT 
CHICAGO ( ollege fresh- 
man Edie Weiner arrived 
home tin winter break on a 
Saturday night, it'll into her 
childhood bed and didn't get 
up For ^t) hours, 
Bythe time the 18-year-old 
stumbled out from hiberna- 
tion at 5 p.m. the next day, 
her patents were growing a 
hii anxious. 
Weiner, like man.) ol her 
i lassmatesi was ret ovet Ing 
from a sleepless, caffeine- 
fueled week of cramming for 
finals     a sort ol celebrated 
ritual  that   has  long  played 
out on college campuses. 
Bin while some  parents 
may be annoyed about their 
teenagers' unusual sleep pal 
terns when they return home 
for break — the word "la/\ 
might even he muttered on 
occasion — medical experts 
describe   the  students    is 
sleep-deprived and say new 
research provides cause foi 
concern. 
\ study published in the 
Dee.  IH issue of the Nature 
Neuroscience journal exam- 
ined how memories are pro- 
cessed in the brain during 
sleep. During the nondream 
Ing portion of sleep, the brain 
replays the day's events, 
helping  people  reflect  on 
recent happenings anil leai n 
from   them,   said   Matthew 
Wilson, a neuroscientisi at 
the Massachusetts Institute 
ol    Technology's    Picowet 
Institute   liu   I earning  and 
Memory. 
The bottom line: 
Information crammed into 
the brain during a sleep 
less  night   has  less  chance 
ni siiiking. When deprived 
nl sleep, siudenis may he 
able lo regurgitate infor- 
mation they've memorized 
overnight, inn they have 
decreased their ability to 
understand ii- meaning or to 
apply i' to future experience. 
"Sleep isn't just a passive 
event," said Wilson, co 
author ol the study, which 
interpreted the memories of 
rats by insetting electrodes 
into their brains. 
"The best way to lake 
advantage ol sleep is in have 
ii interspersed between peri 
oils ol wakeliihiess in a regu- 
lar way." he said. 
Parents   may    feel   heller 
about cramming lot exams 
because thej see that when 
their   exhausted   students 
H'lui ii lioine lot hieak. they 
sleep excessively to catch up. 
' I hey aie uying lo replen- 
ish    themselves."    said    111 
Phyllis Zee, a neurology 
professor and directot ol 
\iu thwesti. i    University's 
Centet for sleep .mil 
Circadian biology, but both 
she anil Wilson said sleep 
gained days later Isn't as hen 
eiieial as systematic sleep. 
THE IMPORTANCE 
OF A GOOD 
NIGHTS SLEEP 
Your memory: A recent study 
that during the none: 
ing portion of sleep, the brain 
replays the day. which helps 
people reflect on events 
and how to learn from them. 
Information cammttj 
sleepless night ha' 
of sticking. 
Best way to take advantage: 
Intersperse sleep bet 
periods of walti I 
Long-term sleep 
deprivation: 
depressed 
• 
Small family farms provide fresh produce for college dining facilities 
By Repps Hudson 
■:iis      Universities and 
colleges crave a steady diet of 
meal, vegetables, fruit and other 
loud for hungry students. 
rakethe University ol Missouri 
ai Columbia, when- students 
consumed   nearly   -   million 
meals in residence dining halls 
last year, according to a story in 
Mizzou, the alumni magazine. 
Ih,a daunting statistic includes 
51300 pounds ol fresh toma 
ines, >i IOIIS of cheddar cheese 
and Kill Ions ill french fries. 
I ikewise, local farmers need 
sluing markets year round lor 
their  meal,  produce,  milk and 
eggs, but small local latins can 
mil totally lill the orders needed 
in saiish  a campus ol  hungry 
students, day after day, through 
.ill the seasons. 
That lael hasn't deterred pin 
ponents who believe in provid 
ing students with fresher, more 
nutritious food, MUI small farm 
IIS a decent living 
Mary Hendrickson, a rural 
soeioiogisi with University ol 
Missouri Extension, lii'ks oil the 
benefits: 
i ocally grown inoil is fresher 
and doesn't have lo travel far, 
which means a longer cooler or 
shelf life while culling down on 
fuel consumption and harmful 
engine emissions. 
i lie universities have first- 
hand knowledge ol the farmers 
who grow the food, 
The  siudenis  have  healthi 
n food thai isn't treated with 
chemicals or additives. 
Valuable    relationships    are 
formed between local consum- 
ers anil farmers that can rebuild 
,i loud supply Infrastructure. 
I lendricksnn always is search- 
ing lor ways in strengthen small 
family farms in the lace of large 
si ale. Industrial agriculture thai 
turns out meal, vegetables and 
othet produce on a mass scale, 
llerlalesi effort iscoaxingfood 
service  managers  and  supply 
companies, such as u.s. Food 
Service of Columbia. Md., which 
supplies Mizzou andWashington 
University, to search for and buy 
from local farmers. 
Hendrickson persuaded the 
inoil serviceal Mizzou to feature 
Missouri   apples lonathan 
ami  red  and golden  Delicious 
— in one dining hall in the fall 
of2005 
< ampus dining balls high 
*m± 
GRAIN DIET: /'.200dHi!ebion- 
lighted Missouri apples again 
this i.ill. \nil on March 9, cam 
pus dining facilities served 
more than 3,000 meals featur- 
ing all Missoiiii pimiiii is except 
spinach. 
l hose included pork loin, goal 
cheese, grape juice and  pecan 
pies. I he university's agricul- 
ture experiment stations also 
have come through with toma 
iocs, pumpkins ami decorative 
gourds, Hendrickson said. 
ITS.  lood  Service  has  been 
providing Mizzou's dining facili 
lies with watermelons grown in 
si. I ouis County by I hies I arm 
and Greenhouses Inc., -aid Dave 
I hies, whose family owned 
commercial farm is a fifth-gen 
eration operation. 
MORE SNOW. 
MORE TERRAIN. 
MORE FUN. 
MORE Winter at Mad River Mountain 
Winter is getting bigger at Mad River Mountain in Bellefontaine, Ohio. 
The $2,500,000 Expansion is complete, come out and see what's new... 
MORE Runs 
2 NEW Intermediate Trails! These two NEW trails are the longest in Ohio. 
MORE Snow Tubing 
The Snow Tubing Park.has been relocated, allowing for ten lanes, longer 
runs and more tubes. Plus the NEW Timberline Tubing Lodge, where you can 
meet up with friends, grab a snack or warm up by the fire. 
MORE Lifts 
A NEW Triple Chair Lift, allowing access the new intermediate trails. 
A NEW carpet lift at the new tubing park. 
MORE Parks 
A NEW terrain park at the site of the former tubing park. 
MORE Snow 
Mad River Mountain had added 32 NEW super polecat snow guns along with 
2 NEW water pumps and a NEW snow cat for grooming. 
"   MAORI D VER 
www.SkiMadRiver.com    I    800-231-SNOW 
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POLICE 
BLOTTER 
FRIDAY 
9:19 mm 
' Japoleon Road church 
■ i 'J broken into late 
Hay night. 
10:11 a.m. 
Vehicle reported stolen on 
mv* Avenue late Thursday, 
found on a North Dixie 
Road heating plant and towed 
the owner's home. 
4:10 p.m. 
.'ported stolen at a 
North Mam Street bar. 
4:32 p.m. 
orted broken into 
■   ■ 
■ complex. 
5:01 p.m. 
Theft reported from another 
le on North Grove ' ' 
6:Xtp.m. 
Man reported to have been 
jumped on North Grove Street. 
SATURDAY 
12:46 a.m. 
orted at a North 
Mam Street bar. 
1:21a.m. 
on R. Dhscoll. 21. of Avon 
arrested for tres- 
I] and inability to care for 
i-«»et 
;d inside a barbed 
"ice and some wire had 
I out. Driscoll 
unsure how she got 
2:21 a.m 
Nicholas A. Boltz. 21. of 
Woodvilte. Ohio, arrested for 
open container of alcohol, failure 
tbelt. improper lanes 
of travel and improper pass- 
nsand Woo I 
2:23 a.m. 
> inair, 21, of 
<-d for 
•■hide while u 
■once at Main and 
]ton streets. 
2:41 a.m. 
.26. of 
'no. arrested 
for public urination on East 
Woo 
2:50 a.m. 
22, of 
Dayton, arrested for urinating 
ourt Street. 
3:27 a.m 
/ant. 23, of Bowling 
■ ^tedon a warrant 
I :ng in Wood 
■ iken to jail, 
-iled to 
Napoleon Road because of a 
8:13 a.m. 
■    ■ 
i 'oe Road mechanic shop. 
The mechanics who reported 
II make sure 
.vner of the vel 
still paid the $160 repair bill. 
11:17 a.m. 
J South Main Street 
■ 'ted spray painted, 
g $100 damage. 
5:14 p.m. 
Campbell Hill Road apartment 
Lomplex. An unknown person 
• ard in the caller's 
. purchased a television 
• tempted to ha.'e it sent to 
Miami Gardens. Fla. 
SUNDAY 
1:10 a.m. 
Ryan T. Tmnel. 19, of Milan. 
Ohio, arrested for using a fake 
ID at a North Mam Street bar. 
1:15 a.m. 
Car windshield reported shat- 
tered on Mourning Dove Lane, 
causing $500 in damage. 
1:43 a.m. 
is A. Ball Jr.. 22. of 
Waterville. Ohio, and Thomas 
W. Wray. 22. of Perrysburg. 
arrested for public urination in 
2:09 a.m. 
Vehicle reported broken into in 
an East Wooster Street parking 
lot. MP3 player, valued $300. 
reported to have been taken. 
2:27 a.m 
Shawn Zehender. 28. of Findlay. 
Ohio, arrested for disorderly 
conduct in Lot 4. 
2:41 a.m. 
JasonP Mohler. 32.of W 
Ohio, arrested for public   II 
tion in Lot 2.      , 
3:29 a.m. 
Caller reported hearing gun- 
il High and Seventh 
streets. Police did not find any 
problems. 
9:26 a.m. 
Man called to report his girl- 
friend tried to stab him at an 
East Napoleon Road ap<n I 
complex. Police made no  u 
because of conflicting accounts. 
12:28 p.m. 
Stereo reported stolen from a 
ron South Mercer 
Road. 
2:29 p.m. 
H Avenue re- 
reported her ex-boyfriend was 
banging on her door. He was 
advised to stay away f'om her 
residence. 
3:07 p.m. 
An RA in Kreischer caught a 
mouse m a glue trap and left it 
■ront desk. It was handled 
by maintenance. 
4:45 p.m 
High Street resident reported 
receiving harassing e-mails." 
7:02 p.m. 
South Mercer Road apartment 
reported broken into over winter 
break. A portable DVD player 
resident 
said the door and deadbolt had 
been pried on. 
7:49 p.m. 
Keys reported stolen out of 
an unlocked vehicle on Fourth 
Street. An unknown person 
attempted to take a CD player 
unsuccessfully. There was no 
dam,i' 
9:48 p.m. 
South Main Street resident 
reporte I drove 
- back yard. 
MONDAY 
2 a.m. 
Campbell Hill Road resident 
reported he was robbed by a 
white male and two black males 
who were armed with handguns. 
2:51a.m. 
Charles A. Shaw. 19. of Toledo, 
arrested, for criminal damag- 
■ • he broke a window 
with a chair during a fight at a 
Napoleon Road apartment.   ' 
Colonial "Barbers 
Come in and Get your haircut Today! 
Hours: 
Mon., Tuc, Thurs., Fri. 
8:30 am - 5:30 pm 
Sat. 
8:00 am - 1.00 pm 
• 2 Barbers • No Waiting 
• Walk - ins Welcome 
205 N. Prospect (419) 354-0303 
(3 blocks west of the Administration Building 
on the corner of N. Prospect & Court St.) 
OARKOVOJINOWC AP PHOTO 
GHOST: The empty seal of executed Iraqi 
dictator Saddam Hussein in Baghdad. 
TRIAL 
From Paqe 1 
"This is not my 
signature and I'm 
sure of that." 
Jalal Talabani | Iraqi President 
And the White House said 
President Hush would lay out his 
new approach for the Iraq war 
in a speech tomorrow. Bush 
was expected to announce an 
increase of as many as 20.000 U.S. 
troops in a bid to contain sectar- 
ian warfare. 
Iraqi poUce, meanwhile', report- 
ed the discovery' of 27 tortured 
bodies in the capital and the 
deaths of 23 other people, includ- 
ing nine Shiite workers gunned 
down in a minibus on their way 
to the Baghdad airport 
Aside from al-Majid. the co- 
defendants in the so-called 
Anfal trial are former Defense 
Minister Sultan llashim al-Tai, 
who was the commander of 
Task h'orce Anfal and head of the 
Iraqi army 1st Corps; Sabir al- 
Douri, Saddam's military intel- 
ligence chief; Taher Tawfiq al- 
Ani, former governor of Mosul 
and head of the Northern Affairs 
Committee; Hussein Rashid 
Mohammed, former deputy 
director of operations for the 
Iraqi armed forces and Karhan 
Mutlaq Saleh, former head of 
military intelligence's eastern 
regional office. 
When al-Majid first took his 
seat in court yesterday, he tried to 
turn on his microphone to speak 
putlUdy.  I he judge quickly shut 
it off 
Before the trial adjourned until 
Jan. 11. Al-Faroon also presented 
a document allegedly signed by 
al-Ani. calling for the execution 
of 10 members of the Patriotic 
Union of Kurdistan, the party 
headed by current Iraqi President 
Jalal Talabani. Al-Ani denied the 
handwriting was his. 
This is not my signature and 
I'm sure of that," he told the 
court. 
MC FRANCIS I AP PHOTO 
JOHN HANCOCK: Bud Krogh. right, signs an autograph lot Araceli Hernandez at The Ninon Presidential Library and Birthplace 
Nixon meets Elvis, makes history and 
leaves fans all shook up 
By GILLIAN FLACCUS 
The Associated Press 
YORBA UNDA. Calif. (AP) —The 
improbable meeting between 
two of the biggest cultural icons 
of the 1970s lasted all of 30 min- 
utes, but it has fascinated the 
nation for years. 
A photo of a cloaked and 
bejeweled Elvis Presley solemnly 
shaking hands with a grim-faced 
President Nixon remains the No. 
1 requested document from the 
National Archives, nearly four 
decades after the secret meeting 
took place on Dec. 21,1970. 
Now, on what would be 
EMs's 72nd birthday, the 
Richard Nixon Presidential 
library & Birthplace is giving 
the curious public a good, long 
look at the relics of the coming 
together of The King and The 
President — and it's got Elvis 
fans all shook up. 
The free exhibit, which 
opened yesterday and will run 
several months, includes the 
outfit Elvis wore (a black velvet 
overcoat, a gold-plated belt and 
black leather boots); Nixon's 
outfit (a gray woolen suit, tie 
and size 11 1/2 black shoes); 
letters; and a World War II .45- 
caliber Colt revolver that Elvis 
gave to Nixon. 
"The two of them together 
somehow is almost incom- 
prehensible," said Bud Krogh, 
Nixon's then-deputy assistant 
for domestic affairs, who set up 
the impromptu meeting that 
day 36 years ago. "The king of 
rock and the president of the 
United States shaking hands in 
the Oval Office doesn't compute 
for a lot of people." 
About 200 people, many of 
whom arrived early, listened to 
Krogh reminisce at the exhibit 
opening. 
"Of all the two people, who 
would ever think that Elvis and 
Nixon would get together? 1 
couldn't believe it," said Gloria 
\l.iita I in 1 ui i.ii i. 65, of Santa 
Ana, who said she became 
enthralled with Elvis as a girl 
and met him when she was in 
her 20s. 
The chain of events that led 
to the meeting began when a 
stretch limousine carrying 
Elvis pulled up outside the 
White House. One of his guards 
handed over a letter from Elvis 
addressed to Nixon requesting a 
meeting to discuss how the rock 
star could help Nixon fight drugs 
— including getting credentials 
as a "federal agent at large." 
LEGEND 
From Page 1 
effort, Kutzleysaid. 
"I think this money is 
being spent as well as it can," 
he said. "INugentl may not 
be as well-known as Coulter 
— everyone recognizes her 
name — but I believe we're 
bringing someone who is 
overall a better speaker." 
Kutzley said Nugent's 
BCiSU lecture will like- 
ly bring a pro-capitalist, 
pro-gun ownership mes- 
sage, focusing on the con- 
cept of the "self-made man 
and woman" and stressing 
the importance of second 
amendment rights. 
To have maximum impact 
on campus, Kuztley said 
tickets to the event will be 
"But if the [College Republicans] want to 
appeal to more people, it's smart of them 
to bring someone less radical." 
Hannah Geyet | Senior 
free to University students. 
So far, other members of 
the College Republicans 
have shown enthusiasm 
about the change. 
"I think INugentl is hilari- 
ous." Andy Hascher, a mem- 
ber of the group, said. "He's 
more of an entertainer than 
Ann Coulter. 1 think it'll be a 
lot more fun for people of all 
different ideologies." 
Yet some students are 
simply happy that Coulter 
won't be speaking at the 
University. 
"|Coulter| is just a spec- 
tacle," said Emily Rcsnik, 
senior. "She wouldn't have 
changed anyone's mind by 
speaking here." 
Others find the change in 
speakers both pleasing and 
a let-down. 
"I just wanted to go and 
listen ItoCoulterl and laugh, 
honestly," said Hannah 
Geyer, senior. "But if the 
(College Republicans! want 
to appeal to more people, 
it's smart of them to bring 
someone less radical. 
Come see what we 
have to offer! 
Mid Am Manor 
641 Third Si 
702 Third Si 
839 Fount! St 
I  ll.il I. Mow II Apts. 
710 Scott Hamilton 
730 Scott Hamilton 
Am 
agement 
Houses Available 
close in campus 
('nil m make tm appointment today! 
Mkl Am Management 
641 Third »4 BG 
352-4380 
miil.iin'   w ri/on.nel 
Make us your FIRST CHOICE and find your FIRST CHOICE; 
PRIME RENTALS AVAILABLE NOW FOR 
SUMMER & FALL 2007 
STOP 
by our office & 
pick up the 
New Listings! 
Great Selection of 
Houses £r Apartments 
in Good Locations! 
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC. 
319 E. Wooster Street, Bowling Green, OH 
Located Across From Taco Bell. 
RENTAL OFFICE (419) 354-2260 
Hours- Monday to Friday 8:30- to 5:30 • Saturday - 8:30 to 5:00 
www.johnnewloverealestate.com 
I  I    I   I 
!!■■■ 
KIRKS COIN 
v& 
II    II ■ i- 
Why Pay \ 
More? 
WfiSH 
\  For Less/ 
SAMCDAV 
In By Noon 
,     out By Spw 
OP^^S 
709 S. Main St. BG 
352-0397 
Attendant on Duty Daily | 7 Days a Week 
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GET A LIFE 
\R OF EVENTS 
Some fttnft Mw>n from eveWvbgsu *di 
TODAY 
57th Annual Faculty/ 
Staff Exhibition 
Dorthy Uber Bryan Gallery- Art 
Building 
10 a.n> 
BUD HURLSTONE 
commemorative txtwbrtton 
WillardWankelman Gallery Art 
Building 
Hire Education: How to 
Find a Part-Time Job 
Need money' Why not work on 
campus' This session will teach you 
how to search (or and get an on-cam- 
First Year Success Senes Workshop, 
geared ti tudents. 
i koine to attend. 
Career Center- 314 Union 
Council Presidents 
Dinner 
Founders 
Resident Student 
Association Annual 
Bingo Night 
■".ident Student 
Association Annual Bingo Night 
and celebrate the beginning of 
Spring semester 
Union Ballroom 
College Democrats 
Informational Meeting 
114 Business Administration 
Vision Weekly Meeting 
107 Hanna Hall 
Leadership Workshop 
209 Olscamp 
College students catch up on their zzz's over the holidays 
By Lisa Black 
MCT 
CHICAGO — College fresh- 
man Edie Weiner arrived 
home (in winter break on a 
Saturday night, fell into her 
childhood bed and didn't get 
up for 20 hours. 
By the time the 18-year-old 
stumbled out from hiberna- 
tion at 5 p.m. the next day, 
her parents were growing a 
bit anxious. 
Weiner, like many of her 
classmates) was recovering 
from a sleepless, caffeine 
fueled week of cramming for 
finals — a sort of celebrated 
ritual thai has long played 
out on college campuses. 
But  while  some  parents 
may be annoyed about their 
teenagers' unusual sleep pal- 
terns when they return home 
for break — the word "lazy'' 
might even be muttered on 
occasion — medical experts 
describe the students is 
sleep-deprived and say new 
research provides cause for 
concern. 
A study published in the 
Dec. 18 issue of the Nature 
Neuroscience journal exam 
ined how memories are pro 
cessed in the brain during 
sleep. During the nondrcun 
ing portion of sleep, the brain 
replays   the   day's   events, 
helping  people   reflect  on 
recent happenings and learn 
from  them,  said  Matthew 
Wilson, a neuroscientist at 
the Massachusetts Institute 
of rechnology's Picower 
institute for I earning and 
Memory, 
The bottom line; 
Information crammed Into 
the brain during a sleep 
less night has less chance 
oi sticking. When deprived 
of sleep, students may be 
able to regurgitate infor- 
mation they've memorized 
overnight, but they have 
decreased their ability to 
understand its mean ing or to 
apply it to future experience. 
"Sleep isn't just a passive 
event," said Wilson, co- 
author of the study, which 
interpreted the memories of 
rats by inserting electrodes 
into their brains, 
I he best way to take 
advantage of sleep is to have 
it interspersed between peri- 
ods of wakeful in ss in a regu- 
lar way," he said 
Parents may feel better 
about i ramming for exams 
because they see thai when 
their   exhausted   students 
return home for break, they 
sleep excessive!) to catch up. 
11 hey are trying to replen- 
ish themselves, said Or. 
Phyllis Zee, a neurology 
professor and director of 
Northwestern University's 
Center for Sleep and 
Circadian Biology. Hut both 
she and Wilson said sleep 
gained days later isn't as ben- 
eficial as systematic sleep. 
THE IMPORTANCE 
OFAGOOD 
NIGHT'S SLEEP 
Your memory: A recent study 
said that during the nondream- 
ing portion of sleep, the brain 
replays the day. which helps 
people reflect on events 
and how to learn from them. 
Information crammed over a 
sleepless night has less chance 
of sticking. 
Best way to talc* advantage: 
Intersperse sleep between 
periods of wakefulness in a 
regular way. 
Long-term sleep 
deprivation: Can lead to 
chronic fatigue, depressed 
moods, irritability, headaches 
and weight gam 
Small family farms provide fresh produce for college dining facilities 
By Repps Hudson 
ST. nuns      Universities and 
colleges nave a steady diet of 
meat, vegetables, Irint and other 
food for hungry students, 
lake the I Iniversity of Missouri 
at Columbia, where students 
consumed nearly 2 million 
meal- in tcsidence dining halls 
last year, according to a story in 
Mizzou, the alumni magazine 
That daunting statistic Includes 
51,500 pounds of (resh toma- 
toes, !i tons of cheddar cheese 
and 160 tons of trench dies. 
likewise, local farmers need 
strong markets vcai round lot 
iheii meal, produce, milk and 
eggs, liut small local farms can- 
not totally fill the orders needed 
m satisfy ,i campus of hungry 
Students, day alter day. through 
all the seasons. 
That fact hasn't deterred pro- 
ponents who believe in provid- 
ing students with fresher, more 
nutritious food, ami small farm 
ers a decent living. 
Mary llendrickson. a rural 
sociologist with University of 
Missouri Extension, ticks off the 
benefits; 
locally grown food is lushei 
and doesn't have to travel far, 
which means a longer cooler or 
shell lite while cutting down on 
fuel consumption and harmful 
engine emissions. 
The universities  have  Drsl 
hand knowledge of the farmers 
who grow the food. 
The students have health! 
er food that isn't treated with 
chemicals or additives. 
Valuable relationships are 
formed between local consum- 
ers and fanners that can rebuild 
a food-supply infrastructure. 
Hendrickson always is search- 
ing for ways to strengthen small 
family farms in the face of large- 
scale, industrial agriculture that 
turns out meat, vegetables and 
other produce on a mass scale. 
Her latest effort is coaxing food 
service managers and supply 
companies, such as U.S. Rood 
Service of Columbia, Md„ which 
supplies Mizzou and Washington 
University to search for and buy 
from local farmers. 
Hendrickson persuaded the 
food service at Mizzou to feature 
Missouri apples — Jonathan 
and red and golden Delicious 
— in one dining hall in the fall 
of 2005. 
Campus  dining  halls  high 
AP PHOTO 
GRAIN DIET:   rmer Dw Hilfebrand feeds grain to his goats on his farm near New Florence. Missoui. Dec 21.2006. HiHebrand is supplementing 
their feed with the gran because the dry summer didn't produce enough grass. (J.B. Forbes/St Louis F\»t-Dispatch/MCT) 
lighted Missouri apples again 
this fall And on Match 9, cam 
pus dining facilities served 
more than 3,000 meals featur- 
ing all Missouri products except 
spinach, 
Those included pork loin, goal 
cheese, grape June and  pecan 
pies. The university's agricul- 
ture experiment stations also 
have Come through with toma- 
toes, pumpkins .inii decorative 
gourds, Hendrickson said, 
U.S.  loud  Service has been 
pmv iding Mlzzou's dining facili 
nes with watermelons grown in 
St. Louis County bv  I hies I arm 
and Greenhouses Inc., said Dave 
i hies, whose famirj owned 
commercial farm is a fifth-gen- 
eration operation. 
MORE SNOW. 
MORE TERRAIN. 
MORE FUN. 
MORE Winter at Mad River Mountain 
Winter is getting bigger at Mad River Mountain in Bellefontaine, Ohio. 
The $2,500,000 Expansion is complete, come out and see what's new.. 
MORE Runs 
2 NEW Intermediate Trails! These two NEW trails are the longest in Ohio. 
MORE Snow Tubing 
The Snow Tubing Park.has been relocated, allowing for ten lanes, longer 
runs and more tubes. Plus the NEW Timberline Tubing Lodge, where you can 
meet up with friends, grab a snack or warm up by the fire. 
MORE Lifts 
A NEW Triple Chair Lift, allowing access the new intermediate trails. 
A NEW carpet lift at the new tubing park. 
MORE Parks 
A NEW terrain park at the site of the former tubing park. 
MORE Snow 
Mad River Mountain had added 32 NEW super polecat snow guns along with 
2 NEW water pumps and a NEW snow cat for grooming. 
¥   MADRI\  VER, 
www.SkiMadRiver.coni   I   800-231-SNOW 
OPINION "...she's got something wrong with her. I think she's cracking up...Rosie is bacially a very untalented person who's a bully. Her intelligence is less than average in my opinion." - Donald Trump, speaking out in disdain against Rosie O'Donnell Tuesday January 9.2007 4 
PEOPLE ON THE STREET 
"Kevin Hartman." 
Amanda Buchcrt. 
Freshman. Early Childhood 
Education 
If you could pick anyone, who would you pick to be President? 
"Jon Stewart" I "Hillary Clinton." 
Heather Utsler. 
• .,  I.., .■   A,;. * ■•• it; 
Young Adult Education 
Amanda Wrobble, 
Sophomore. Human 
E)evelopment 
"Paris Hilton." 
Sarah Leidheiser. 
Freshman. Undecided 
h VISIT US AT BGNEWS.COM 
Have yow own rake on 
today's People On The 
Street? Or a suggestion for 
a question? Give us your 
feedback at bgnews.com. 
Vote for Obama in 2008 
C\ 
AMANDA HOOVER 
OPINION EDITOR 
i 
lust under three months ago 
America was overcome with voter 
tirn/y With the results in and the 
i iew laws starrii ig to IK* imple- 
mented, marq arebreathinga 
sigh of relief dial the) can tune 
nut politics for a while 
Those people are wrong. 
The beginning of 2007 has 
arrived with announcements 
bom several potential candidates 
ii ir the2006 presidential election. 
With only 22 months In pint their 
ascenl to the throne, oops I mean 
the presidency; candidates are 
scrambling to n In their part) s 
nomination. 
Irntii runners for the 
Republican Part) are former New 
Vbrk Mayor Rudj Giulianiand 
VrizonaSenatoi lohn McCain, 
according to the Angus Held 
Global Monitoc Front Page 
Magazineshows the Demo rats 
being led by ex-first lady and 
current New\brk Junior Senator 
I lilary Hodhani-Uinton; former 
vice-presidential candidate and 
Senator Itilm IIKV.IKK anil llliniiis 
Senator Barak Obama 
Al Gore and John Kerry are 
looking Im a bid. too, 'mi serious- 
ly: theyVe both dropped the ball 
before and the Democrats can't 
face another humfliaiing loss, 
So all this has happened in 
the pastfewmonths. and I'lllvt 
moststudentsintheirthree week 
Winter Break coma dkln'i even 
notice ButnoM thai this is pulling 
outfioni Inthenewsirstimeto 
drag ourselves back to reality and 
■.tan lookinginto these potential 
leaders of our country. 
All toooften whal we see is 75 
percent ofthe country realizing 
inAugust thai there's an election 
coming up and they should prob- 
ably brush upon the candidates. 
[bat is not soon enough. In order 
lo make fully educated decisions, 
Americans need to be watching 
these developments as they hap 
pen, not reading about ihem after 
the fact. 
In a recent LATlmes article, 
|xill results revealed that it) per- 
cent of Democrats dorr) know 
enough about Barak Obama to 
form an opinion about him. this 
isni even Amerk ans in general 
this is Democrats. \K own party 
rJoesntknow enough about this 
charismatic and potciuialK tevo- 
tutionary candidate to even form 
an opinion. 
Obama embodies many of 
the most irnpcitanl issues of our 
nun' \m only would he be the 
first African American to nin for 
President of the United States, 
In s spoken out against many 
of the pitfalls with the current 
administration. 
lie's spoken out against geno- 
cide in Darfttr, the AIDS epidemic 
arid has urged lor the withdrawal 
of troops in Iraq. 
lie's a man for the issues, not 
for the politics. According to 
Barakc4barna.com, on Nov. 3, 
2006, i foama \ fehed Maryland 
in support of white Democratic 
candidate lien (itrdin. I le s.|X-nt 
his time then- urging blacks in it 
to vote along racial lines, but 
rather on individual candidates 
.mil issues. 
[his is what we need. While 
n lany will criticize ()bamu for his 
lack < it experience, I fed what we 
really need in our government ait' 
some fresh, new ideas, i herewiD 
alwa\ s lie advisi us i< > oiler insight, 
but after eight years of the Bush 
l.\|HTiencc ewn Ralph N'adci is 
starting to look good. 
We've had the same stodgy old 
white men running America lor 
die past, oh 231 years or so. it's 
time lin a change. But in order 
to do so, we need Americans ti i 
(,ne. We need in slay informed 
about die happenings in the 
political arena 
We urn I to voice (uropinii ns 
Ix'fore Flection I )ay so we can 
avoid Ixing lorced to clu w se 
between the li-.sci ol'twoidiots. 
Senlammts loAimnha 
ntoanBt-tasueou 
ake resolutions a reality in 2007 
STAFF EDITORIAL I UCLA 
With another year at an end. 
main are looking to the mis- 
iakes ami problems of 2006and 
setting resolutions for a more 
successful 2007. 
In the spiiii i il progress, tliis 
editorial board wanted to lay out 
what we think members of die 
IK 'lAcnmmunilv should work 
on in the coming year. 
Chancellor-elect Gene Block: 
i resolve to become the most 
influential chancellor to dale for 
UCLA. I will be more responsive 
10 faculty and attentive to stu- 
denl needs. 
I his means that my communi- 
cation with the student body will 
not cut off at one office hour per 
quarter - - Inning Onrj 10 minutes 
each with si\ random students 
just worn cut it 
UC Board of Regents: We 
resolve lo slop sleeping at our 
meetings and actually pay 
attention to what people are 
saying during puhlic comment 
We also resolve to not increase 
Student fees. 
Pauley Pavilion: I resolve to 
I II ■ ix'i ii Mated without losing my 
historic name. Once I'm Stale I i 
thc-art. I will no longer look with 
jealousy across tosvn to tlie spar- 
kling (lalcn Center. 
I will continue to pla\ hosi to 
sold - out sponing events and wH 
house the best college basketball 
team in history 
Soon entire recruiting classes 
will stand within my wails and 
marvel at my gi< «y 
Undergraduate Students 
Association! ouucil: We resolve 
In work more collaborariuK 
with one another, selling aside 
slate politics for the good of the 
student body, 
We also 11 M live not to pass 
resolutions about events taking 
place thousands ol miles away 
thai weactualy have no ixilitical 
control over, such as ci inflict in 
the Middle East 
Campus Events Commission: 
We resolve to consistently put 
on far more interesting concerts, 
We're nil In a good start lllis 
quarter with emo group Cursive, 
hul we hope to put on more 
concerts by cool bands than we 
did last quarter. 
After all, it can't be that hard to 
hook some eclectic, up-and-com- 
ing indie bands, 
We've only being doing it for. 
oh. the last decade. 
University databases: OMG, we 
resolve not to get pwncd again by 
iiber-lame haxOrz loll Seriously, 
though, son iclhing'sgntia change 
il a hacker Can access the "restrict- 
ed'' information - including Social 
Security numbers, addresses and 
contact Information—of 800,000 
students, alumni, staff and (acuity 
Cars ofUestwood residents: 
Now that apron parking is going 
to be enforced this quarter, we 
resolve to find somewhere to park 
our big steely selves without gel- 
ting ticketed 
Maybe someone can find a 
workable solution to the parking 
woes ofWestwood and save hun- 
dreds of students thousands of 
dollars while keeping our streets 
safe and repaired. 
Everyone say it 
O-H-l-0 
If you're one of the mil- 
lions of people who watched 
the Buckeyes in last night's 
National Championship 
Game     congratulations! 
Congratulations on being a fan 
ofoneol the greatest teams in 
college football! 
But even more than that. 
congratulations on contributing 
lo I he ever-gn IW i i Ig "Buckeye 
Fever." 
People just caul seem to get 
enough oft )hio State football. 
You see it everywhere. One day 
lasi semester, as I walked onto 
campus. I observed how main 
people were wearing Ohio State 
gear. In less than one minute, I 
saw eight people, half of whom 
had some sort of Ohio State 
sweatshirt on. 
After thai. I jusl gave up. 
Now, that may have jusi Been 
a coincidence, but our state's 
Imr fin the team down in 
Columbus is apparent. 
If money talks, then one sure 
way lo see how much we line 
ourteam is by looking at how 
much money we're willing to 
spend to see them. 
An article called "Why bigger 
is better al (>hio State" printed 
in last Friday's USA Today cited 
Ohio State's athletics program 
as raking in the most revenue ol 
an) \i A A Division l-A program 
at $104.7 million last year. 
I he article also slates I hat 
football brought in "more than 
$28 million profil a year ago." 
Although these are Impressive 
numbers, the University keeps 
pumping thai money back into 
its programs. 
The article also mentions 
that Ohio Slate became "the 
first with a nine-figure athlet- 
ics budge) last year, spending 
$101.8 million. 
But why does the school rake 
in so much cash? Maybe it's 
because the stadium greets 
over 101,000 fans every home 
game. And, maybe it's because 
fans are willing to fork over the 
money to sit in that stadium 
through rain or shine to see our 
favorite team win. 
I he school is banking on 
fans' loyally, and, in turn, fans 
expect their team to be a win- 
ning program. It's a continuous 
cycle of" Buckeye I ever." 
Ticket sales aren't the only 
thing spreading the fever; 
retailers are also cashing in. 
Specialty shops carrying exclu- 
sively Buckeye merchandise 
have Sprung up in an effort to 
capitalize on fans' obsession. 
Local department stores are 
also sure to carry Ohio Stale 
apparel to cater to fans. 
Although the money says 
something, just think of the die 
hard fans you know. 
Chances are, they woke up 
yesterday with an air of excite- 
ment, possibly rivaling the 
ways most kids wake up on 
Christmas morning. 
They probably sat through 
work or class Impal ientTy count- 
ing down the minutes until 
kickoff. rhej lived and died 
with every play. Anil they loved 
everj minute of it, 
I el s face it: Ohio loves her 
team. 
But I guess my point is thai 
this Buckeye I ever is not nec- 
essarilya had thing. In fact, it 
can be a very, very good thing. 
Now. don't get me wrong, I'm 
not condoning the rioting or 
the burning of couches thai 
is sometimes associated with 
(HliO Slate fans in (lolumbus. 
But a healthy love of our local 
team is actually quite refreshing 
msec. 
Although not every Ohioan 
is a die-hard fan, noi mam 
stales can say that most of their 
citizens are behind their team 
like Ohio i an. lust think about 
how blessed we are to have 
Ohio State. II know thai sounds 
Crazy, but just think about it.) 
This is one thing most 
Ohioans can agree on  The 
incredible fanaticism has the 
ability to break down barriers 
of division and build tremen- 
dous unity. 
rhere is something special 
about howOhio comes together 
lor this leant; and, in turn, the 
team would not be what it is 
without its fans. 
Another positive reason for 
Ohio State fanaticism is that 
laus will respect and listen to its 
coaches and players, 
Of course, this can only be 
positive ii the coaches and play- 
ers carry themselves wtth Integ- 
rity, Bui they do have the power 
to influence Ohioans. 
I or example: lust look at who 
()h in State has in head football 
Coach limiressel. who most 
people love because he carries 
himself with integrity. 
In a recent article about 
[Vessel In the New York Times. 
reporter lere Longman inter- 
viewed Mel Adelman, a profes- 
sor who leaches a college sports 
course at Ohio State. 
I le said, "Beyond football, 
Tressel represents what many 
Ohioans want in themselves 
— respectability, lack of osten- 
tation, letting actions speak 
louder than words." 
[Vessel not only brings 
national championships to his 
native slate, but he also brings 
with him the virtues of "faith, 
humility, caring and love, "as 
noted by ESPN.com columnist 
(lene Wojciechovvski in his col- 
umn this week. 
And he makes those the 
themes of his football team. 
When Ohio State, with the 
amount of influence it has, has 
someone like )im Tressel in 
charge — someone who leaches 
his players what it means to be 
a person of virtue — there is 
great potential to rally the res! 
Of the state around those kind 
of principles. 
('all it a stretch if you may, but 
Buckeye I ever can lie a great, 
great thing for the state of Ohio. 
It already has proven to be. 
Keep up the spirit, Ohio! O -11! 
Send comments (o Lauren Walter al 
waltertebgsuedu 
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Divisions arise 
after second 
priest resigns 
By Vanessa Gara 
The Associated Press 
WARSAW, Poland — A second 
prominent Catholic clergyman 
resigned yesterday after allegations 
about his links to tile communist- 
era secret police, and the prospect 
that more clerics may have been 
compromised threatened die 
church's reputation as a bastion of 
opposition to the old regime. 
A day after Warsaw's new 
archbishop stunned the faith- 
ful by resigning minutes before 
his formal Installation ceremo- 
ny, the Rev, lanusz Bielanski 
resigned as rector of Krakow's 
prestigious Wawel Cathedral, 
burial place to Polish kings and 
queens. Krakow church spokes- 
man Robert Necek said. 
liielanski's resignation was "in 
connection with repeated alle- 
gations about his cooperation 
with the secret services" of the 
communist era, Necek said. He 
;i(liled thai Krakow's archbish- 
op, Cardinal Stanislaw D/iwis/., 
accepted the resignation. 
TneallegationsagalnstBielansId 
first Surfaced last February, but the 
timing of his resignation deep- 
ens the sense of crisis around the 
church over the issue of priests 
who wen' compromised by the 
secret police. 
In a dramatic development 
Sunday, new Warsaw Archbishop 
Stanislaw Wielgus stepped down 
from the post lie took up two 
days earlier — announcing the 
decision during what was sup- 
posed to have been his installa- 
tion Mass. 
The revelations about Wielgus, 
and his abrupt resignation, have 
rattled Poland and revealed deep 
divisions within the church over 
the issue. 
Allegations that Wielgus was 
involved with the secret police 
were first raised hya Polish weekly 
on Dec. 20 and exploded into a full 
crisis Friday when a church his- 
torical commission said it found 
evidence he had cooperated. 
Wielgus initially denied it, but 
then acknowledged he did sign 
an agreement in I97B promis- 
ing to cooperate with the secret 
police in exchange for permis- 
sion to leave Poland to study in 
West Germany 
He stressed that he did not 
inform on anyone or try to 
hurt anyone, and he expressed 
HI noise for both liis contacts with 
the secret police and his failure to 
be open. 
Cardinal lozef Gtemp, whom 
Wielgus was replacing as arch- 
bishop of Warsaw, will stay 
in office until an successor is 
found. 
NASSERISHTAVEH 
STANDING GUARD: A Palestinian militant Irom the Al Aqsa Martyrs' Brigades, a militia linked to the Fatah Movement, holds his weapon during a rally in the West Bank city of 
Nablus. yesterday More than 50 people have been killed in the past month in fighting between Hamas and Fatah in the Gaza Strip 
Power struggle continues despite captives release 
ByAliDaraghmeh 
The Associated Press 
NABLUS. West Bank — Fatah 
gunmen released the deputy 
mayor of Nablus unharmed yes- 
terday, two days after kidnap- 
ping him in a wave of factional 
violence spreading through the 
West Hank. 
But new unrest erupted else- 
where in the West Bank, as 
I atah militants torched stores of 
I lamas supporters in Hamallah 
and shot at the house of a top 
Hamas official. 
I he kidnapping of Mahdi al- 
Khamdall, a lop I lamas official 
in the West Hank's commercial 
center, had raised fears that the 
violence could soon spin out of 
control. His captors released a 
video on Sunday showing him 
surrounded by masked gun- 
men, who threatened to carrj 
out widespread attacks on 
I lamas targets. 
Al-Khamdali, unshaven and 
his shoes covered in mud, said 
he was not hurt in captivity. 
They treated me well. I he\ 
didn't ask me im  anything 
Special," he told reporters, lie 
thanked Palestinian President 
Mahmoud Abbas, ol Fatah, and 
other officials lor working for 
his release. 
Fatah and llamas have been 
in a vicious power struggle since 
thelslamic group defeated Fatah 
in parliamentary elections last 
year, llamas controls the leg- 
islature and most government 
functions, while Fatah holds the 
powerful presidency. 
Abbas, a moderate, favors 
peat e talks with Israel, while 
llamas rejects the Jewish 
•-talcs right to exist, despite an 
international boycott against 
its   government.   Abbas   has 
urged Hamas to join Fatah 
in a more moderate unity 
government, but months of 
negotiations collapsed in late 
November, sparking the latest 
round of factional violence. 
Mute  than 30  people have 
been killed in the past month of 
fightingin the Gaza Strip. 
Passengers, crew rescued from Indonesian waters 
"Their knowledge of the sea helped 
us, especially when we were pounded 
by high waves and when the sun was 
blazing down on our raft." 
By Zakki Hakim 
The Associated Press 
MAKASSAR, Indonesia 
Fifteen people who spent nine 
days on a life raft alter their 
ferrj sank in the lava Sea — 
sharing emergency rations of 
food and water —were plucked 
from the watei after the crew of 
a passing ship sawthem waving 
for help. 
Oneinthegroup —an IH year 
old — died hours after the res 
cue, which came Sunday after 
the life raft drifted 370 miles 
from where the Indonesian 
ferry carrying more than (UK) 
people sank in stormy weather. 
Baiman, a 25-year-old con- 
struction material supplier who 
was taken to the hospital as 
soon as he reached land, said 
yesterday thai four of the ferry's 
crew members were among 
those on the life raft. 
"Their knowledge of the sea 
helped us, especially when we 
were pounded by high waves 
and when the sun was blaz 
inijdown on our raft," he said. 
Ihey encouraged us and kept 
our spirit alive." 
Baiman,    who    like    many 
Indonesians goes by only one 
name, said he was iii the ferry's 
cafe when the ship turned dark 
and listed. 
"Water rushed In and t he boat 
started to sink. I tried to smash 
the window' but I couldn't, 
Baiman told  rhe Associated 
Press. "1 inally someone helped 
me break it and 1 swam into the 
sea. I was pulled into a life rail 
with 11 other people." 
Indonesia's tropical waters 
are generally warm — from 
72-84 degrees — and officials 
said people have been known 
to survive for days. Many ol the 
Senopatl Nusantara's lifeboats 
weie equipped with emergency 
rations of cookies, div bread 
and water      including the one 
brought to shore yesterday. It 
also had an emergency whistle. 
"We shared the food and 
water and saved some of it until 
we were rescued," said Baiman. 
Evacuation 
ordered after 
volcanic blast 
By EUnnvtt* Roach 
The Associated Press 
OLVESTON,  Montserral 
i he volcano thai destroyed 
MOIIISCIMI s capital in  1997 
shot a cloud of ash more than 
live miles into the sky yester- 
day, and one oi the island's 
chiel scientists s.mi the blast 
was "a warning call." 
The    government    has 
advised  about   SO  families 
on the northwestern side of 
the volcano's base thai their 
homes were al riskfrom flows 
ol blistering gas and debris 
it the dome collapses < lov, 
Deborah Barnes [ones said 
she would sign an evacua- 
tion ordei yesterday making 
it illegal for people to remain 
in the area. 
The blast, accompanied 
by ini teased seismic tum- 
bling,   released   gases  and 
■.leant irom inside a lava 
dome thai has grown rap- 
idly over the last week, said 
Dr. Vicky Hauls, director 
of the Montserral Volt ano 
Observatory, 
"I think it was a warn- 
ing call ... ol what it can do.' 
Hards said. 
The explosion around sun- 
rise also sent a flow of volt a 
nic material cascading two 
nules down the northwest 
flank, but did not inline 
diatel) threaten any ol the 
British Caribbean island's 
5,000 inhabitants. Hards said. 
Si rensalcrted people tolisten 
to the radio for updates. 
"People in the affected 
area know who thej are and 
should work urgent!) on 
packing up and arranging 
for alternative accommoda 
dons," Barnes [ones said in a 
radio address. 
WORLD 
IEF 
Another conviction 
for murders on 9/11 
HAMBURG. Germany (AP)- A 
Moroccan convicted as an accessory 
was sentenced yesterday to tk 
mum 15 years m prison, minutv 
telling the son of a woman kill, 
ruined." A federal 
appeals o 
■ 
sjicide pilots, in November ol know 
ingly helping the hijackers and sent 
the case to a state court in Hamburg 
for sent. 
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We do: 
• Free Estimates 
• Body Work & Paint Work 
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OPENING! 
WELCOME BACK 
STUDENTS! 
COME CHECK OUTTACO BELLS 
NEWLY BUILT RESTAURANT! 
WE ARE NOW OPEN 
FOR YOUR LATE NIGHT CRAVINGS 
SUNDAY-THURSDAY 
lOam -3am 
FRIDAY & SATURDAY 
lOam -4am 
THE BORDER IS NOW OPEN! 
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HARHYCABIUCK I APPHOtO 
BIRD IS THE WORD: Workers in protective suits, left, prepare to collect dead birds along 
Congress Aye.. Monday. Jan 8.2007. in Austin. Tenas Police shut down 10 blocks of busi- 
nesses in the heart of downtown early Monday alter dozens of birds were found dead in the 
streets, but officials said preliminary tests showed no dangerous chemicals in the air. 
Dead birds found in 
downtown Austin 
By Jim Vertunoe 
The Associated Press 
AUSTIN, Texas — Police shut 
down 1(1 blocks in downtown 
Austin lor several hours yester- 
day after 63 birds were found 
dead in the street, but officials 
said preliminary tests found no 
threat to people. 
Workers in yellow hazardous- 
materials suits tested for con- 
taminants in a cordoned-off 
section near the state Capitol 
and the governor's mansion 
before authorities finally gave 
theall-cleai in the afternoon. 
Although officials could 
not immediately determine 
whether poison or something 
else killed the birds, 'there's no 
threat to humans at this point," 
said Assistant City Manager 
Michael McDonald. 
The dead grackles, sparrows 
and pigeons will be tested. 
Some experts said the most 
likely cause of the die-off was 
a deliberate poisoning. "It hap- 
pens quite frequently," said (ireg 
Butcher, director of bird conser- 
vation at the National Audubon 
Society in Washington. 
Crackles are a crowlike bird 
regarded asa major pest in Texas, 
with Austin sidewalks sometimes 
covered in their droppings. 
The dead birds were found 
overnight along Congress 
Avenue, a major downtown 
thoroughfare. Police closed the 
route through downtown and 
two side streets, and a staging 
area was set up near the Capitol, 
with dozens of fire trucks, police 
cars and ambulances. 
The Capitol opened on sched- 
ule, however. And the governor 
was not asked to leave ih<- man 
sion. 
Dr. Adollo Valadez, medical 
clii it lor for the Austin and Travis 
County Health and Human 
Services Division, said the birds 
will be tested for signs of poison 
or viral infections. But he said 
officials do not believe bird flu is 
involved. 
It could be days or weeks 
before a cause is determined, 
he said. 
amily pleas for smuggler's life 
By Juan A. Lozano 
The Associated Press 
HOUSTON — The wife of a 
truck driver convicted in the 
nation's deadliest human 
smuggling attempt asked a jury 
yesterday to spare her husband 
the death penalty so his chil- 
dren won't grow up fatherless. 
"I grew up without a father. I 
know what it's like. I don't want 
my kids to go through that." 
said a tearful Karen Williams, 
an accountant for the New York 
State Office of Children and 
I amily Services. 
Karen Williams and two of 
her three children testified yes- 
terday in the punishment phase 
of the retrial ofTyrone Williams, 
35, convicted last month on 58 
counts of conspiracy, harboring 
and transporting immigrants in 
his sweltering trailer during the 
smuggling attempt in 2003. 
The truck driver's oldest son, 
11-year-old Tyrone Williams HI, 
told jurors how his father had 
stressed the importance of get- 
ting an education, and that he 
missed him. 
"He's a very kind man," the 
boy said. 
Williams' 8-year-old daugh- 
ter also briefly testified, saying 
she wanted her father to come 
home. 
Testimony wrapped up yes- 
terday and closing argunv Ms 
were set for the afternoon. 
The jury could begin delib- 
erating later on whether to 
sentence Williams to death 
or up to life in prison for the 
deaths of 14 illegal immigrants. 
They were among more than 
70 people crammed into the 
truck, which was abandoned 
at a truck stop near Victoria, 
about 100 miles southwest of 
Houston. 
The punishment phase has 
included tearful testimony 
from relatives of the victims 
asking for justice, as well as 
from Williams relatives asking 
that his life be spared. 
Prosecutors have said 
Williams deserves a death sen- 
tence because he intentionally 
committed an ad of violence 
that caused the immigrants 
deaths when he did not let 
them out, 
(raig Washington. Williams' 
attorney, has said his client 
never intended for the immi- 
grants to die and blamed die 
deaths on other members of 
the smuggling ring who ova 
sniffed the trailer. The Immi- 
grants who died Buffered from 
dehydration, overheating and 
suffocation after nearly lour 
hours Inside the container. 
Williams, a lamaican t IrJ 
zen who lived In Si hence lady. 
N.Y., istheonh omul II pen 
pie charged facing the death 
penalty. 
In 2005. a jury convicted 
Williams on 38 transport- 
ing counts, but he avoided a 
death sentence because the 
jury couldn't agree on his role 
in the smuggling attempt. The 
jury deadlocked on the 20 
other counts. 
I he 5th  US. Circuit CbUJl 
of Appeals rejected the verdict, 
saying the jury failed to Spei If} 
his role in the crime. 
Bush pushes No Child Left Behind law 
By Nancy Zuclcerbrod 
The Associated Press 
WASHINGTON —President 
Bush pushed for renewal of 
the No Child left Behind 
education law yesterday in a 
meeting with congressional 
leaders but was noncommit- 
tal On their request for more 
money to help schools meet 
the law's requirements. 
"In our discussions today, 
we've all agreed to work 
together to address some of 
the major concerns that some 
people have on this piece of 
legislation, without weaken- 
ing the essence of the bill," 
Bush said following the 
White House meeting with 
Democratic and Republican 
lawmakers. 
The law seeks to ensure 
all children can read and do 
math at grade level by 2014, 
which has placed many new 
demands on schools. They 
have had to step up testing, 
boost teacher quality and pay 
more attention to the achieve- 
ments of minority children. 
Schools that get federal 
aid but do not make enough 
progress must provide tutor- 
ing, offer public school choice 
to Students or initiate other 
reforms such as overhauling 
their staffs. 
Rep. George Miller, D-Calif., 
and Sen. F.dward Kennedy, D- 
Mass. — who chair commit- 
tees overseeing education — 
said they urged the president 
to propose funding increases 
for the law. Bush made no 
commitments, according to 
a congressional aide who was 
briefed on the discussions 
and spoke on the condition of 
anonymirj because the meel 
Ing was private. 
Democrats, who won con- 
trol of Congress in November, 
say the administration and 
Republican lawmakers have 
underfunded the law In 
about S50 billion, compared 
to what was originally called 
for. Republicans say it is com 
mon practice for legislation 
to be funded al less than the 
full level. 
While partisan sniping i mi 
the law has been common in 
recent years, the lawmakers 
attending yesterda\ 's meet- 
ing struck a bipartisan note 
and pledged to work togethei 
In gel the law renewed lor live 
more years. The united from 
is part of a strategy to fend 
off critics who want loser the 
law scrapped or drasticalh 
changed. 
FEMA heads 
west to ease 
blizzard damage 
By Jon Sarch* 
' ■ ■   - 
1)1 M I It ('resident   Bush 
signed emergency declarations 
allowing federal aid to help 
Colorado, Nebraska and Kansas 
recover from back-to-back bliz- 
zards that shut down highways 
and knocked oul power to tens 
oi thousands of homes. 
Thirteen Colorado coun- 
ties      including the cities of 
Denver, Boulder and Pueblo 
— were included in the dec- 
laration issued Sunday for the 
Dec.  18-22 blizzard,   \ second 
declaration was issued for 
Otero Count] In southeast- 
ern Colorado for the Dec. 28- 
31 storm, I ederal Emergency 
Management Agencj spokes- 
man ferrj DeFelicesaid. 
The  move  opens   the  way 
for FEMA to reimburse local 
governments and some civil- 
ian agencies for snow removal. 
police overtime, shelter opera 
tions and emergenc) medical 
care. 
Colorado's request foi eco 
in unit relief for ranchers at risk 
nl losing cattle because ol the 
storms remains under review, 
said! I M V congressional affairs 
specialist I homasGlen. 
'Were waiting on pins and 
needles" to hear whether ranch- 
ers will receive federal disaster 
aid as requested by the state, 
said [errj i ankhauser.executive 
vice president ol the Colorado 
Cattlemen's Association, 
Up to 15,000 cattle may have 
been killed and more than 
lour   times   higher   than   the 
3,500 cattle thai state officials 
estimated, Fankhauser said. 
I he smaller number included 
onlj range cattle and did not 
account for thousands of live- 
stock in Feedloi pens. 
State officials have said many 
ranchers will noi have an accu- 
rate count oi their losses until 
more snow melts, lankliausei 
estimated that up to one third 
of ranchers in the area have not 
located all theit cattle 
ATTENTION 
SOPHOMORES 
& JUNIORS 
Be a volunteer 
with Victims Services 
lo help with 
sexual assault 
and domestic 
violence survivors. 
Deadline 
for applications is 
Wed. Jan 17 
■ at 5 p.m. 
CONTACT INFORMATION 
Julie Broadwell 
at 
419.352.9504 
art. 3505 or 
jbroadwe@bc.wcnet.org 
for an application 
BehavioraL£onneclions 
COUNSELING CENTER 
Bowling Green State University 
Services 
Consultation 
Individual Counseling 
Group Counseling 
Outreach Programming 
Psychiatry 
Online Screening 
Emergency Services 
National Testing Program 
Depression 
Anxiety 
Stress Management 
Grief and Loss 
Self Esteem 
Improving Relationships 
Eating Disorders 
Self-Injury 
(419) 372-2081 
320 Saddlemirc Student Serv ices 
For online resources www.bgsu.edu/offices/sa/counscling/ 
Mon & Thur: Sam - 7pm 
I ins Wed Fri: 8am - 5pm 
Towing 24 Hours • 7 Days a Week 
Jerry's Ubtt 
ft Towing 
419-353-7222 
17743 N. DIXIE HWY 
BOWLING GREEN. OH 
Service Center Open 
Monday- Friday • 8-5 PM 
FREE SHUTTLE SERVICE 
to and from camus 
FREE TOWING to our shop within 
20 miles when you use our expert 
repair service! 
WINTER 
SPECIAL! 
Shocks & Struts 
25% Off List Price 
15% DISCOUNT 
On Any Service 
(not available with any 
other oilers) 
$25.00 off 
; any serivce over 
$100 
TIRE SALE 
BUY 3 TIRES, 
GET 1 FREE 
BUY 2 TIRES, 
GET 1 HALF OFF! 
fjCB 15 €9 "~ 
JOIN US WITH 
LIFETIME OIL CHANGES! 
1 gel up lo 5 qts ol oil & filter on most cars and trucks; 
every 3,000 miles as long as you own your car! 
rjrM, 
1      Jeny Herman. Owner 
\   Lifelong resident ol Bowttng Green 
$99.95 
APARTMENTS FOR RENT 
HURRY ONLY A FEW LEFT 
COLUMBIA 
COURTS 
> 3 bedroom/ 2 full baths 
■ Furnished   , 
i Starting at S-ariS? 
+ utilities    *£["""»» 
• On-site laundry 
1
 Dishwasher/Garbage 
Disposal 
Air conditioning & 
Fireplaces available for 
an additional cost 
HEINZ APTS 
424 Frazee 
808 & 818 N. Enterprise 
• 3 bedroom/ 2 full baths 
• Furnished 
• Starting al 
+ utilities 
• On-site laundry 
•Air Conditioning 
■ Fireplace, Microwave, 
Dishwasher & Garbage 
Disposal 
■ Plenty of parking 
MERCER MANOR 
323 & 331 
S. Mercer Ftd. 
■ 3 bedroom/ 2 full baths 
• Starling at   v1"^^- 
+ Utilities       -^-P*' month 
■ On-site laundry^ 
• Air Conditioning 
• Fireplace. Microwave, 
Dishwasher & Garbage 
Disposal 
• BGSU Shuttle stop 
■ Plenty of parking 
FREE WIRELESS INTERNET 
Hours: 
Monday - Friday: 9am - 5pm 
Saturday: 9am - 1pm GREENMIAI, INC. 
445 E Wooster St 
Bowling Green, OH 43402 
419-352-0717 
www.greenbriarrentals.com 
Hours: 
Monday & Tuesday 
9am-7:30pm 
Wednesday & Thuroday 
9am-6pm 
Friday 
9:30am-4.30pm 
student 
health service 
OMslon of Stueent Affaire ■owHng Gr*jn Suit UnlvMilty 
Monday & Tuesd; 
8am-7:30pm 
Wednesday S Thursday 
8am-6pm 
Friday 
9:30am-4:3Opm 
To schedule an appointment 
8 Tuesday. January 9.2007 STATE WWW.BGNEWS.COM 
Worker killed in power plant explosion, nine injured 
By Mark Williams 
The Associated Press 
BEVERLY. Ohio - A powerful 
explosion yesterday M a coal- 
liuming power plain in southeast 
Ohio killed a worker delivering 
lk|iiiil hydrogen and injured nine 
others, authorities said 
The delivers driver was 
unloading hydrogen into cylin- 
ders |iisi outside the plant when 
something triggered the explo- 
sion. Plant officials weren't sure 
whether the truck or hydrogen 
tubes exploded or what caused 
it. said Vikki Michalski, a spokes- 
woman for American Electric 
Power, 
The blast blew out the win- 
(lows of a nearby building. 
It was real strong,'' said 
Doug Burke, who was operat- 
ing a front-end loader at Reed 
Minerals, about a half-mile 
from the plant. "I felt it inside 
tnv loader, and I looked up and 
saw smoke and then fire, and 
then after that steam." 
"If you blinked your eyes you 
would have missed it." lie said. 
Although hydrogen gas is 
highly explosive, it is used to cool 
steam generators at the plant 
because it has a high capacity 
for heat and it is more efficient 
than using air. 
Hydrogen is delivered to 
the plant about once a week. 
Michalski said. 
The Muskingum River Plant 
continued lo produce electric- 
ity after the explosion although 
the unit near the blast was shut 
down. 
AEP officials said they were 
investigating the cause. Federal 
safety officials also were at the 
plant, which is near the West 
Virginia border and about 100 
miles southeast of Columbus. 
Nine workers wen.' treated at 
three hospitals in Marietta and 
Parkersburg, W.Va., for mostly 
cuts and bruises, authorities 
said. None of the injuries were 
life threatening, Michalski said. 
One worker at the Parkersburg 
hospital had head trauma, a 
spokesman said. 
Washington County Sheriff 
Iarry Mincks said the delivery 
truck caught lire but was still 
in tact, and then' was not major 
damage to the plant where 210 
people work. 
i ^^AMuri! 
H|r n 1 1 31 ™ ■ ■ A             H 1 
tjf-m 
KIICHIROSATO 
BLAST: firefighters work ai American Electric Power's Muskingum River Plant. Monday. 
Jan. 8.2007. in Beverly. Ohio after an explosion Workers were unloading a coolant used for 
steam generators when the explosion rocked the electricity-generating plant in southeast 
Ohio, killing one person and injuring about a dozen others, authorities said 
Strickland orders a change in ethics 
By Julia Carr Smyth 
The Associated Press 
t OLUMBUS— For $75, a per- 
son used to he able to bu\  a 
pretty substantial gilt lor a 
favorite  government  official 
without   that   official  having 
to report it. for the S20 limit 
allowed under new regulations, 
giving state workers luxury gifts 
would be a bit tougher. 
Smaller gifts are just one of 
the changes in ethics rules for 
state government employees 
ami appointees under Gov. 
Ted Strickland's first executive 
order, signed just after he took 
his oath of office. Among other 
things, the order also doubles 
the period during which for- 
mer state board and commis- 
sion members are prohibited 
from lobbying that panel, from 
one to two years. 
FOimer Gov. Bob Taft. who 
was convicted late in his 
administration of violating 
State ethics laws, made ethics 
,1 priority, too. 
I,ill, who disclosed amid a, 
state corruption scandal thai 
hi' hail failed to disclosed gifts, 
began preaching high ethical 
standards the moment he was 
swornlnjan.ll, 1999. Hecalled 
his family legacy "a tradition ol 
Integrity" and "ethical conduct 
in office." 
He later summoned the 
Ohio Ethics Commission to 
a meeting to lecture top staff 
on the importance of ethical 
behavior, and by October 1999 
he had signed an executive 
order of his own that set out to 
avoid "even the appearance of 
impropriety.'' 
Under Tail's order, which 
expired Sunday, state officials 
were instructed to follow state 
ethics law on gifts. That law 
required all gifts over S75 to 
he reported annually, allow- 
ing smaller gifts to go unre- 
ported as long as they do not 
come from  someone seeking 
10 influence government busi- 
ness. 
I.ike Strickland's order. Taft's 
directive required top cabinet 
officials to take ethics training. 
Taft called for four hours of 
ethics training every two years; 
Strickland's order calls for cre- 
ation of a chief ethics officer 
in each state agency, who will 
establish training guidelines 
and assure "employees can 
casilv gel answers to questions 
about what is permissible and 
what is not.'' 
Foul play causes elevator accident 
COLUMBUS (AP)—Students pil- 
ing onto an already crowded ele- 
vator car at Ohio State University 
may have encouraged still more 
people to enter, according to a 
final police report on an accident 
that killed one of the students 
when he tried to crawl out of 
the car after it stop|>ed between 
floors. 
The report by the campus 
police department says students 
didn't intend to overload the ele- 
vator car but quickly liegan to fill 
the car as more and more people 
arrived. 
"Some people may have been 
holding the doors open to allow 
more people to enter, and were 
possibly encouraging more to 
step onto die elevator," the report 
said. 
Andrew Polakowski, IS.afresh- 
man from Erie, Pa, was killed (let 
20 when he was pinned Ix'tw een 
the top of the elevator doors and 
the third floor. 
In general, the report con- 
firmed details about die accident 
that had already been investi- 
gated. 
For example, it said Polakowski 
had been drinking before the acci- 
dent but didn't appear intoxicated. 
Test results released by the county 
coroner in December showed 
Polakowski had only a trace 
amount of akoliol in his system, 
not enough to impair his abilities. 
STATE 
BRIEF 
Teen arrested for firing 
a gun at school 
CINCINNATI (AP)-A ninth-grade 
student at Taft High School was arrested 
yesterday after he fired two shots in a 
hallway, a spokeswoman for Cincinnati 
Public Schools said No one was injured. 
The 16-year-old boy pulled a gun in 
the cafeteria o( the school about II am. 
spokeswoman Janet Walsh said. 
'An assistant principal went up and 
tried to get the gun away." Walsh sard "In 
the process, the student went into a hall- 
way outside o( the cafeteria. The student 
fired two shots in the hallway, not hitting 
anyone. There were very few students in 
the hallway at the time" 
The student then left the building. 
which is less than a block from Cincinnati 
police headquarters. He was arrested a 
short time later and was charged with one 
count of felonious assault one count of 
• E d menacing and two counts ol 
illegally having a weapon, Walsh said. 
Strickland vetoes bill 
COLUMBUS (AP) - Democratic 
Gov Ted Strickland has vetoed a bill 
passed by the last legislative session that 
would have placed a $5,000 limit on 
certain court damages and created new 
protections for companies that once sold 
lead-based paint 
Armed with legal opinions from a 
new Democratic attorney general and 
secretary of state.Strickland sard the 
Ohio Constitution allows him to veto the 
bill despite former Gov. Bob Taft having 
signaled he would allow it to become law. 
LllSlOM  IMI'KINTll)  VU  \R\BL1S 
SCREEN PRINTING • EMBROIDERY 
SWEATS • LADIES TEES 
HATS • JACKETS 
TEES • JERSEYS 
MONDAY, TUESDAY 10-6 
THURSDAY, FRIDAY 10-6 
WEDNESDAY 10-8 
SATURDAY 10-2 
aardspe@aardvarkspe com 688-955-5075 
415KiS4 (>(•«<> 12:? S. MAIN ST. 
protecting die universe from 
high textbook prices!!! 
(price compare 
textbooKs, DVDs, 
music, and games) 
Grand Ballroom 
lATEGORlt; 
Eoranwo<t,»s*r"ce ■ 
Button 
X Recreation 
• Social Greeks 
.Special Merest 
. Sports Ctubs 
Office of 
Involvem 
DrvSJOn ol Sbjdrt fttan 
Smtmi Green State UWwrsily 
SPONSORED BY: Oflice ol Campus Involvement Pepsi 
SPORT 
9 
SIDELINES 
MEN'S B BALL 
Martin Samarco 
named MAC East 
Player of the Week 
Samarco scored a career- 
high 43 points and hit a 
three-pointer from the deep 
left corner with 2.8 seconds 
left to give BGSU a 74-73 
win at home over Buffalo. 
He hit on 16 (career-high) of 
24 field goal attempts and 
7 (tied career-high) of 12 
from long distance. His per- 
formances tied for the 10th 
highest single game output 
by a Falcon. He also just 
became the third BG player 
to score 40 points or more in 
Anderson Arena. 
SCHEDULE 
TODAY 
Hockey: 
at Michigan; 7:35 p.m. 
OUR CALL 
On the way up 
BGSU Basketball: Both 
the men (10-4) and women 
(11-2) performed well over 
Christmas Break. 
The women were 
expected to fly 
high but the men have 
played above many expec- 
tations and have already 
exceeded last season's 
win total. 
On the way down 
Likeliness of a coaching 
change in BGSU men's 
basketball: Dan Dakich's 
team picked the 
right year to 
overacheive since 
it's his contract 
year. 
The List 
The BG News gives the top 
five reasons why Falcon fans 
should be happy for Urban 
Meyer and not bitter with him. 
1. Remember the 
good times: Its kind 
of like when someone you 
love dies. He gave fans some 
good memories. 
2. SEC or MAC: As 
respectable as the MAC is. 
wouldn't you rather coach 
in the SEC? 
3. The history: 
Shouldn't you be happy that 
a guy whose team won the 
championship coached here? 
4. Coaching tree: 
Since BG's current coach is 
a disciple of Coach Meyer, 
it could mean that coach 
Brandon will eventually 
succeed nationally. 
5. Karma: Why hate the 
guy who could succeed after 
being a part of the Falcon 
family? It might come back 
to haunt you! 
On behalf of The BG News, 
(even the Ohio State fans) 
Congratulations Coach 
Meyer. 
FLORIDA 411 OHIO STATE 14 
GATOR-ade never 
tasted so sweet 
Florida upsets heavily favored Buckeyes in 
BCS Championship game 
MARKJ IERRILI     >: 
By Bon W.,lkrr 
The Associated Press 
GLENDALE, Ariz. — Not even 
dose. 
Florida — yes, Florida — 
owned the field it wasn't sup- 
posed to be on, embarrassing 
lleisman Trophy winner Troy 
Smith and No. I Ohio State 
41-14 on last  night to run 
away with the college football 
national championship. 
Chlis Leak and Tim Tebow 
showed off coach Urban 
Meyer's twin quarterback 
system to perfect ion as the 
No. 2 Gators became the first 
Division I school to hold foot- 
ball and basketball titles at the 
same time. 
Now, only one question 
remains: What about Boise 
State, the last undefeated team 
left standing? 
The Broncos stunned 
Oklahoma on the wry same 
field in the Fiesta Bowl on New 
Year's Day. while Florida and 
the Buckeyes finished with 
identical 13-1 records. 
Former (lators star Fmmitt 
Smith did the chomp on the 
sidelines, punctuating the 
amazingly easy victory, That 
left Florida. Wisconsin and 
Louisville each with one loss, 
and suieh/willienewcattsfora 
playoff system. 
Ted Ginn |r. returned the 
opening kickoff 93 yards tin ,i 
touchdown, then it quickly 
fell apart for the Buckeyes. He 
hobbled off minutes later with 
an injury and by the time he 
returned for the second half on 
crutches. Florida led 34-14. 
Ix'ak, maligned fm never win- 
ning the big cine, completed 25 
of 36 passes lor 213 yards and 
,i touchdown, rhe Rambo-like 
[ebon  threw tor one  ID and 
GATORS (12 
FAR LEFT: Urban Meyer gels a well 
deserved Gatorade shower from his players 
alter Florida's BCS Championship victory. 
LEFT: Troy Smith is chased down by 
Florida's Earl Everett Despite losing his hel- 
met. Everett made the taclle on the play. 
TEBOW ED:      Tebow rushed and 
passed lor a touchdown as part of a two-QB 
tandem for the Gators. 
NICKOZA   APITOIO 
CHARLES KRUPA 
Samarco's buzzer-beater caps 
off successful Winter Break 
By John Turnor 
•Sports Editor 
As BGSU's student population was busy 
making their way back to campus, 
Falcon guard Martin Samarco was busy 
making baskets, scoring a career high 43 
points en route to a 74-73 Falcon victory 
over Buffalo. 
Samarco scored the final basket of 
the game, a dramatic 3-pointer from the 
corner with 2.8 seconds remaining to 
give BG 110-4, 1-0 MAC! the win in their 
Mid-American Conference opener. 
"In the huddle, I told Coach I was going 
for the win but he said we would just 
draw a play up," Samarco said. "When 
the play did not work, I came to the ball 
and 1 knew I was going to make it." 
After the shot fell, players celebrated 
as Anderson Arena erupted in cheers. 
Meanwhile, the Bulls (8-6. 0-1 MAC) 
overthrew an inbound pass to the 
other side of the court that would 
have given them the win. 
"We got very lucky they threw 
the ball away because we were 
jumping up and down celebrat- 
ing and they were going to lay it in," said 
BG coach Dan Dakich. 
The Falcons trailed by 11 points with 
8:30 remaining in the second half and 
weren't able to regain the lead until there 
were less than two minutes to play. With 
the win, BG improved to 29-5 since the 
2001-02 season when holding a one pos- 
session lead or less in the final minute of 
a game. 
"We're playing undermanned, two 
starters out, what a gutsy deal by our 
guys — I can't say enough about them," 
Dakich said. 
Scoring his first career double-double 
for the Falcons was sophomore Brian 
Guerin. tallying 10 points and 10 assists 
after starting in place of the suspended 
Hynellamblet. 
"Basically. I just wanted to play my 
role," Guerin said. "I brought the ball 
in fast, like Coach always tells us, and I 
looked for Samarco and saw some action 
from the help side with people like Nate 
Miller when they were open. Also I just 
hit the open shot when 1 had it." 
Success in conference play 
continues for BG 
By Colin Wilson 
Assistant Sports Editor 
While most of BGSU's students were 
back in their respective hometowns. 
the BGSU women's basketball team was 
doing what it always does — winning 
games. 
luii wins in their first Mid-American 
Conference contests capped off a 5-1 
winter break for BG. The Falcons (12-2, 
2-0) started off their MAC season just 
as they ended it last year — with stout 
defense. 
In wins against Akron and Buffalo, 
the Falcons gave up an average of 
37 points per game and held (heir 
opponents to 31 percent shooting. 
"I was really proud of our defense the 
first two games, it certainly set the tone 
and |we gotl two good wins to get us off 
and going." said coach Curt Miller. 
When the Falcons offense could not 
find its rhythm in their MAC opener 
against Akron, the defense put on their 
brass knuckles and held the Zips to 32 
points and just 12 total field goals. 
"We knew we just had to play good 
team defense and work together. If 
someone gets heat, someone else has to 
be there to help out," said guard Carln 
I lorne. 
All Manncontinues to leadthe Falcons 
with hi points and four rebounds per 
game to go with a shooting percent- 
age of 57. She is accompanied by Carin 
ihline who has emerged as one of the 
Falcons'primary scorers with II points 
pet game and has shot 113 percent from 
the foul line. 
The defense and all-around stellar 
play has helped die I alcons become the 
highest ranked MAC team ever with a 
ranking of 18 in the Associated Press 
Top-25 poll. Close losses to No. -1 Duke 
and Notre Dame are the only marks 
against BG and even Miller is pleasantly 
surprised. 
"You couldn't have paid me to believe 
that we could be 10-2 in non-confer- 
ence and 12-2 overall. That's a better 
start than I could have dreamed ol 
with the schedule that we had." Miller 
said. "I have warriors that I'm fortunate 
See WOMEN | Page 12 
Team Notes: 
■ The Falcons won six of their seven games dur- 
ing Winter Break 
■ BG's lone'loss came at the hands of the 
University of Wisconsin-Green Bay. 
■ The Falcons are bed with Ohio University at 
the top of the MAC for total wins on the sea- 
son with 10. 
Flayer Notes: 
■ UNC-Wilmington transfer Nate Miller 
became eligible and is averaging over 10 
points and seven boards. 
■ Forward Erik Marschal remains sidelined with 
a broken foot, but is expected to return to the 
line-up soon. 
■ Redshirt freshman Uonel Sullivan was dis- 
missed from the team. 
Team Notes: 
■ The Falcons won five of their six games during 
Winter Break and are now ranked No 18 in 
theAPPolL 
■ BG's lone loss came at the hands of the No 4 
Duke University 
■ The Falcons lead the MAC in wins with 12. 
Bail State is second with 11 
Player Notes 
■ Ali Mann is fifth in the MAC in scoring with 16 
points per game 
■ Amber Frynn's 67 percent shooting leads the 
conference vshile Mann is third with 58 per- 
cent The Falcons are 48 percent as a team 
which is also tops in the conference. 
■ Kate Achter is third in the MAC in assists 
with just over 5. 
STATE 
Worker killed in power plant explosion, nine injured 
By M.irk William. 
HIU.HIY. Ohio \ powerful 
explosion yesterdaj al .1 coal 
burning power plan) in southeasi 
(iliio killed .1 workei delivering 
liquid hydrogen and injured nine 
others, authorities said. 
I In- deliver) drivei was 
unloading hydrogen into cylin- 
ders |usi outside the plant when 
something triggered the explo 
sion. Plani offlt ials weren't sure 
wlu'ihcr the truck 01 hulio^t'ii 
tubes exploded 01 what caused 
11. saidVikki Michalski, a spokes- 
woman For \merican Electric 
Power. 
I in- blasi blew out tin win 
<lou.nl ,1 iir.nln building. 
"It was real strong." .aid 
Doug Burke who "as operat- 
ing a front end loadei al Reed 
Minerals, about a half-mile 
linni tin- plain. I [ell ii inside 
my loader, and I looked up and 
moke and then fire, and 
then after (hat steam." 
"II you blinked youi eyes you 
would have missed it." he said. 
Although hydrogen gas is 
highly fxplosive.il is used to 1 ool 
steam generators al the plain 
because ii has a high capai It) 
Ini heal and ii is more efficient 
than using air. 
Hydrogen is delivered to 
the plain about ore e a week, 
Michalski said. 
I'lii- Muskingum River Plant 
continued lo produce elet trie 
it) aftci 1 In- explosion although 
the mi it near the blast was shul 
down. 
\i P officials saul they were 
investigating t he cause. I ederal 
siirh officials also were al the 
plain, which is neai the West 
Virginia border and about  Hill 
miles southeast of Columbus. 
Nine workers were treated .:i 
ilm e hospitals in Marietta and 
Parkersburg, W.V'a.. for mostl) 
1 in. and bruises, authorities 
.aid. None oi the injuries were 
life threatening, \li< lialski said. 
One worker al the Parkersburg 
hospital had head trauma, a 
spokesman said 
Washington Count) SheriH 
Larrj Mini ks said the deliver) 
truck caught fire bul was siill 
in tact, and there was 1101 majoi 
damage to the plain, where 210 
people work. 
CUSTOM IMPRINTED WEARABLES 
Jh£ SCREEN PRINTING • EMBROIDERY 
SWEATS • LADIES TEES 
HATS • JACKETS 
"S**^ TEES • JERSEYS 
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Strickland orders a change in ethics 
By Julio Carr Smyth 
COLUMBUS aper 
son used 10 be able m bu) a 
prett\ substantial gifl foi a 
favorite government official 
withoui  thai official having 
10 upon it,  I 01  ill.' $20 limil 
allowed undei new regulations, 
igstateworkersluxut) gifts 
wouldbea bil loughet 
Smaller );ilis are just one ol 
the 1 hanges in ethics rules lor 
state government employees 
and appointees undei in» 
led Miii kland sfirst executive 
order, signed jusi aftet he look 
his oath of office, \mongothei 
things, the ordei also doubles 
the period during which for- 
met state board and commis 
.ion members are prohibited 
From lobb) ingthai panel, from 
our 10 two years. 
I oiniei tiov. lioh laft, ulin 
was   , on\ ii led    lair   in    his 
administration ol violating 
state ethics laws, made ethics 
apriority, 100. 
raft, who disclosed amid a 
state >orruption siandal thai 
In- had failed to disclosed gifts, 
began preaching high ethical 
standards the momeni he was 
sworn in Ian. 11.1999. derailed 
hislamtli l(f,n v 'it tradition of 
integrity"and "ethical conduct 
in nllii Q 
lie later summoned the 
Ohio Ethics 1 ommission to 
a meeting to lecture top stafl 
on the importanie ol ethical 
behavior, and In Octobei 1999 
he had signed .111 executive 
order ol Ins own thai sei oui 10 
avoid 'even the appearance ol 
impropriety.' 
Under rail's order, which 
d Sunday, state offi( ials 
weie instructed 10 follow state 
ethics law on gills I hat law 
required all gin- ovci Si i to 
be reported annually, allow 
ing smaller gilts to go unre 
ported as long ,;. the) do not 
1 ome from someone seeking 
10 influence government busi- 
Ill'SS. 
Like Strickland s order, raft's 
directive required top cabinet 
officials to take ethics training, 
laft 1 ailed for loin hours ol 
ethicstrainingever) uvoyears; 
Strickland's ordei calls loi cre- 
ation oi a chiel ethics officei 
in each stale agency, who will 
establish training guidelines 
and assure "employees can 
easih gel answers to questions 
aboui what is permissible and 
what is not." 
Foul play causes elevator accident 
( OLUMBUSIAPI Studentspil- 
ing onto an ahead) crowded de- 
al ai Ohio Sate 1 Iniversit) 
ma) have encouraged -nil more 
people 10 enter, according 10 a 
final police repon on an accident 
1i1.it killed one of the students 
when he tiled to eiawl mil of 
the car after ii snipped between 
Doors 
The repon b\  the campus 
police department says students 
didn't intend to overload tin- eJe 
vatoi cat bin quickh began 10 till 
the car as more and more people 
arrived. 
Some people ma) have been 
holding the doors open lo allow 
more people to enter, and were 
possibly encouraging mo 
siep 1 into the elevator," the report 
said. 
Andrew Polakowski. 18. a fresh- 
man from I rie, Pa., was killed I let 
20 when he was pinned between 
the lopot theeleuitoi doors and 
the third floor. 
In  general,  the  repon  ion 
firmed details about the accident 
thai had already been investi 
gated. 
For example, ii said Polakowski 
hadbeendrinkingbeforetheaci i 
dent hut didn't appear intoxicated 
test results released b) the count) 
coroner in Decenibei showed 
Polakowski had onrj a trace 
amount ol alcohol in his system, 
not enough to impait his abilities. 
STATE 
BRIEF 
Teen arrested for firing 
a gun at school 
•.   NNAl 
.: Tafl High School was arrested 
■ 
i nools said. No one was injiued 
The '6 yeai-old boy pulled a gun in 
' 
■  '■ 
entup .lnd 
• ■ 
 .i hall- 
ludent 
(nedtw, 
few students in 
• jdent then left the building. 
If a block from Cincinnati 
•■ n teda 
e later and was chaiged with one 
■  • felonious assault one count of 
ted menacing and two counts of 
. living a weapon. Walsh said. 
Strickland vetoes bill 
COLUMBUS (AP)- Democratic 
Gov. Ted Strickland has vetoed a bill 
i: legislative session that 
iced a $5,000 limit on 
curt damages and created new 
•   • ms for companies that once sold 
'ead based paint 
•    egal opinions from a 
new Democratic attorney general and 
secretary of state.•Strickland said the 
Ohio Constitution allows him to veto the 
Nil despite former Gov. Bob Tal* 
signaled he would allow ii to become law 
protecting the universe from 
high textbook prices!!! 
(price compare 
textboow, DVDs, 
music, and games) 
A Place to call Home 
Resort style living without the resort style price tag! 
WK&- 
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Involvement 
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Martin Samarco 
named MAC East 
Player of the Week 
Samarco scored a cdreei- 
higli 45 points and hit a 
three-pointer from the deep 
left corner with 2.8 seconds 
left to give BGSU a 74-75 
'iiime over Buffalo. 
He hit on 16 (career-high) of 
24 field goal attempts and 
7 (tied career-high) of 12 
i g distance. His per- 
! for the 10th 
■ -mgle game output 
He also just 
d BG player 
to score 40 points or more in 
Anderson Arena. 
Hockey: 
at Mid 
On the way up 
BGSU Basketball: Both 
: .-.omen 
Christmas Bl 
: to fly 
ugh but the men have 
. ibove many expec- 
and have already 
exceeded last seasons 
win total. 
On the way down 
Likeliness of a coaching 
change in BGSU men's 
basketball: Dan Dakichs 
led the 
right year to 
overacheive since 
it's his contract 
year. 
The List 
The BG News gives the top 
five reasons why Falcon fans 
should be happy for Urban 
Meyer and not bitter with him. 
1. Remember the 
good times: its kind 
of like when someone you 
love dies. He gave fans some 
good memories 
2. SEC or MAC: As 
respectable as the MAC is. 
wouldn't ycu rather coach 
in the SEC? 
3. The history: 
Shouldn't you be happy that 
a guy whose team won the 
championship coached here7 
4. Coaching tree: 
Since BGs current coach is 
a disciple of Coach Meyer, 
it could mean that coach 
Brandon will eventually 
succeed nationally. 
5. Karma: Why hate the 
guy who could succeed after 
being a part of the Falcon 
family? It might come back 
to haunt you! 
On behalf of The BG News, 
(even the Ohio State fans) 
Congratulations Coach 
Meyer. 
FLORIDA 41 
GATOR-ade never 
tasted so sweet 
Florida upsets heavily favored Buckeyes in 
BCS Championship game 
By Bin Walker 
GLENDAI I . \n/       Not even 
close. 
Florida        yes,  Florida 
rjwned the field ii wasn't --up 
posed i" be on, embarrassing 
Heisman I'rophy winner Iroy 
Smith and No, I Ohio State 
ll-ll on last   night to run 
away with the i ollege football 
national championship, 
( hris1 eak and lim lebow 
showed ofl coach Urban 
Meyer's twin quarterback 
system to perfection as ilu 
No. Z' iators became the first 
Division i school in hold loot 
ball and basketball titles at the 
same time. 
Now. only one question 
remains: What about Boise 
State, the last undefeated team 
left standing? 
rhe Broncos stunned 
Oklahoma on the very sum' 
field in the Fiesta Bowl on New 
Year's Day, while I lorida and 
the Buckeyes finished with 
identical 13-1 records, 
Former' Iators star Rmmiti 
Smith did the chomp on the 
sidelines, punctuating the 
amazingly easy vii tory. I hat 
left I lorida, Wisconsin and 
1 ouisville each with one loss, 
and surely u ill renew callsfoi a 
playoff system. 
red tiinn |r. returned the 
opening kickofl 93 yards for ,i 
touchdown, then ii quickly 
fell apart foi the Bui keyes. I le 
hobbled oil minutes latei with 
,ni injury and by the time he 
returned tor the sec ond hall on 
crutches, I lorida led 
I eak maligned lot new 
ning il 
,i touchdown. I he Kambo like 
Irlinw threv 
GATORS 
FARLEF1 
Samarco's buzzer-beater caps 
off successful Winter Brea 
By John Turner 
•Sports Editor 
\s BGSU's student population was busy 
making theh way back to campus, 
Falcon guard Martin Samarco was busy 
making baskets, scoring a career high 43 
points en route to a 74-73 Falcon victory 
ovet Buffalo. 
Samarco scored the final basket of 
the (••line, a dramatic 3-pointer from the 
corner with 2.8 seconds remaining to 
giveBG(10-4, I DMA! the win in their 
Mid-American ( onference opener. 
"I n t lie huddle, hold Coach I was going 
for the win but he said we would jusi 
draw ,i play up," Samarco said. When 
the play did not work, I came to the hall 
and I knew I was going to make it." 
\iier the shot fell, players celebrated 
as  Anderson Arena erupted in cheers. 
Meanwhile, the Hulls (8-6, 0-1 MAC) 
overthrew an inbound pass to the 
other side of the court thai would 
have given them thewin, 
"We got very lucky they threw 
the hall away because we were 
jumping up and down celebrat- 
ing and they were going to lay it in. said 
BG coach Dan Dakich. 
rhe Falcons trailed by II points with 
8:30 remaining In the second hall and 
weren't able to regain the lead until there 
were less than two minutes to play, w ith 
the win. BG improved to 29-5 sim e the 
2001-02 season when holding a one pos- 
session lead Or less in (he final minute of 
a game. 
"We're playing undermanned, two 
starters out, what a gutsy deal by out 
guys     I can't say enough about them," 
Dakich said. 
Scoring Ins firsi careei double-double 
foi the Falcons IN,is sophomore Brian 
Guerin, tallying 10 points and 10 assists 
after starting in place ol the suspended 
RyneHamblet. 
"Basically, I just wanted to play my 
role." Guerin said. "I brought the ball 
in fast, like (loach always lells us. and I 
looked forSamarCOand saw some action 
from I he help side with people like Nate 
Miller when they were open. Also I |iisi 
hit the open shut when I had it." 
Success in conference play 
continues for BG 
By Colin Wilson 
While most ol BGSU's students were 
hack in theit respective hometowns, 
the BGSU women's basketball team was 
doing what ii always does     winning 
games. 
lui. wins in I lieu In si Mid  \inciic.in 
i onference i ontests capped ofl a i i 
winter break tor BG. I he I alcons (12 2, 
2 II  started ofl theit MAI  season jusi 
as they ended il last veal       with StOUl 
defense. 
In wins against Akron and Buffalo, 
the I alcons gave up an average ol 
17  points  per  game  and   held   I lui r 
opponents to :il percent shooting 
I was really proud ol our defense the 
first iwii games, it ceri,link set the lone 
ami wegol two good wins to get us ofl 
and going, said coach (mi Miller. 
When the Falcons offense could not 
find its rhythm in theit MAI opener 
against Vkron, the defense put on then 
brass knuckles and held the /i|)s to '.\2 
points and just 12 total field goals. 
"We knew we jusi had to pia\ good 
team defense and woi ■ 
someone gets heal ^<' else has to 
be there to help oui .1 ( aim 
I lorne 
Vli.VlanncotiliiHii 
with 16 points ,\iui lorn rebounds pet 
game to go with a shooting pi 
■ mpanied b; 
Home who has enn ic of the 
I,.Icmis pi im ■. ith II points 
per game and has - m from 
die foul line 
I he defense and all ai 
play has helped the I alcons become the 
highest ranked M \i  team evei uiih a 
ranking ol lt( in the \-- 
l'op-25 poll. ( lose ln.M s to No 
and Notre Dame arc the only marks 
again--! Id i ,md even Millet is pleasantly 
surprised. 
"You i ouldn i have paid me to believe 
that we could be 10-2 in lion confei 
..I 12 .' overall. 1 hat's a better 
start than I could have dreamed ol 
with the schedule that we had. Millet 
said. I have warriors that I'm fortunate 
WOMEN 
Team Notes: 
■ The Falcons won six o( their seven games dur- 
ing Winter Break. 
■ BGs lone loss came at the hands of the 
University of Wisconsin-Green Bay. 
■ The Falcons are tied with Ohio University at 
the top of the MAC for total wins on the sea- 
son with to. 
Player Notes: 
■ UNC-Wilmington transfer Nate Miller 
became eligible and is averaging over 10 
points and seven boards. 
■ Forward Erik Marschall remains sidelined with 
a broken foot, but is expected to return to the 
line-up soon. 
■ Redshirt freshman Lionel Sullivan was dis- 
missed from the team. 
Team Notes: 
■ The Falcons won frve of their six games during 
Winter Break and are now ranked No. 18 in 
the AP Poll. 
■ BGs lone loss came at the? hands of the No. 4 
Duke University. 
■ The Falcons lead the MAC in wins with 12. 
Ball State is second with II, 
Player Notes: 
■ Ali Mann is fifth in the MAC in scoring with 16 
points per game 
■ Amber Ffynns 67 percent shooting leads the 
conference while Mann is third with 58 per- 
cent. The Falcons are 48 percent as a team 
which is also tops in che conference. 
■ Kate Achter is third in the MAC in assists 
with just over 5 
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Falcons still having trouble 
winning games 
By Ch.yi. H.ld 
Reporter 
After a 20-day layoff over the 
Holidays, the I1C• hockey team 
is back on the Ice for the second 
half of the 2006-07 season. 
Despite staggering to a 5- 
lb I start, which is good for 
last place in the CCIIA, the 
falcons have showed some 
•.inns of improved play since 
returning to action in the last 
two weekends. 
With a split against Western 
Michigan this past week- 
end and upcoming scries 
against Nchraska-Omaha and 
Northern Michigan, BG looks 
10 gain  some ground in the 
league standings. 
"It's not rocket science that 
we've been struggling this 
year," said goa lie Jim my Sprat t. 
"Bui il you look at the schedule, 
our nexl few games are against 
icams that are just above us. 
11 we can gel on a run and put 
,i lot of wins together we can 
make a jump and really turn 
the season around.'' 
I he falcons took the first 
step to turning the year around 
in t heir first game of 2007. with 
perhaps the learns best per- 
formance ni the season, a 5-1 
drubbing of Western Michigan 
[7 III. 6-8-1) this past Hriday. 
\ total learn effort was high- 
lighted by forward Jonathan 
Matsumoto's tooth career 
point anil a solid showing by 
Sprali 117 saves) in goal. 
Am   hopes   of  a  winning 
streak quickly evaporated 
Saturday nighl when Western 
Michigan answered Friday's 
drubbing with a 5-0 victory. 
Despite holding a 37-26 shot 
advantage, H(! went scoreless 
on all nine of its power play 
opportunities, includinga live- 
minute major at the start of the 
game. Hie Hroncos scored two 
goals with the man-advantage 
and two more shorlhanded. 
They even managed to score 
a goal while the falcons had a 
5-on-3 advantage. 
"We wire disappointed 
tonight," coach Scott Paluch 
said following Saturday's loss. 
"Wewanted n> teed off IFridayl 
nighl and give ourselves the 
Chance to earn a sweep. Our 
inability to score goals didn't 
give us a chance to do that" 
In the falcons' Brsl action 
after the break on Dec. 29-30, 
JORDAN FIOWER    '-i Hi NEWS 
BACK IN ACTION: As the Falcons got back info aclion. so did their enforcer James 
linger Out all season with an aim injury, linger reluined lo lire lineup m Columbus for 
the falcons 
BG joined Ohio Stale, Miami 
and Minnesota-Duluth at 
the Ohio Hockey Classic 
held at Nationwide Arena In 
Columbus. 
In a non-conference match- 
up, HO lost its third game lo 
Miami this season: a tight 3-2 
decision to the No. 4 Redhawks 
(15-5-1) in the tournament's 
opening game, lames linger, 
back from injury, recorded his 
first goal of the season while 
Matsumoto also scored. Spratl 
had 19 saves on the game. 
"I thought it was a pretty 
good hockey game for both 
teams being on the Christmas 
break," Paluch said. "What 
we saw there was their ability 
to find a way to win hockey 
games. I gave a lot of credit it to 
them. They are a top team for 
a reason." 
In the consolation game, 
the Falcons faced Minnesota- 
Duluth in a rematch of the 
1984 national championship 
game. This time the Hulldogs 
CCHA STANDINGS 
BG will have to wort hard lo catch up to the 
rest of the conference as they get into the 
heatt of conference ptay 
Div. Ovr. 
East Team W-L W-L 
Miarrv(0H) 1141 16-7-1 
Noire Dame 11-2-1 U-fj-3 
lake Superior 7-4-3 15-6-3 
8-6-1 12-8-1 
Ohio Stale 7-6-3 9-9-4 
Michigan 8-5 13-8 
Alaska 5 6 3 7-9-4 
Western Michigan - '111 
Nebraska Omaha 8-9-6 
Northern Michigan 5-10-1 8-13-2 
Feins State    ' 3-10-2 513 2 
BGSU 311 5-16-1 
(5-13-3)    were    victorious, 
grabbing a 4-3 win. All three 
BG goals in  the game were 
scored by freshmen: Tommy 
Dee, Todd  Mcllrath and  kai 
Kantola. 
BO is back in action tonight 
on short rest as they travel to 
Ann Arbor to Kike on No.  Ill 
Michigan in a CCHA contest. 
TIRE SALE 
MECHANICAL I   °»- CHANGE 
H     Valued at S33.98l«ont) 
On ANY 
® Tires 
lug 
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TO & FROM 
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;zSS~ssxtmo SERVICE CCMWISI 
»9 *outti Main StrMt. AcfOM from ALDI Foods 
Find more coupons and details about NitroMax, visit www.thetireman.com 
Li !'•   1   ■ i 
INCLUDES 
Chassis Lube 
AKO 
FREE 
Fluid Top-off•' 
Be two n Changaa 
Gator fans share excitement with 
pre-game parties in Gainesville 
By Jim Ellis 
The Associated Press 
GAINESVILLE. Fla. — Florida 
students Carley Glasser and 
Claire I'ulignano waved a large 
blue tarpaulin with "Go Gators" 
in orange letters from the front 
row of the arena where thou- 
sands of fans gathered to watch 
last night's national champi- 
onship football game on video 
screens. 
Glasser and Ptilignano. 
screamingandcheering.shouted 
school chants along with about 
11.000 other Gator fans at UI's 
basketball arena, the O'Connell 
Center. They filled the stadium 
to capacity within minutes to 
watch the game simulcast live 
on four large video screens. 
Ptilignano brought the make- 
shift banner to protect her and 
her friends from the rain thai 
drenched them as the] waited in 
line beginning at 10:30 a.m. — 
about eight hours before doors 
opened at I he arena. 
"When the rain stopped, we 
da Ided to turn our tarp inio a 
banner," said Pulignano. 
With less than a minute to 
go In the first half, Gators fans 
were euphoric, dancing in their 
seals, in the aisles and on the 
court. At halftime (heir team led 
34-11 in the DCS Championship 
game againsl No. 1 Ohio State in 
Arizona. 
Graduate student Chris 
Andrtis. 24, described his feel- 
JOHNBAOUX    AP PHOTO 
JACKED UP: University ol Florida students cheer while watching Florida football high- 
lights, prior lo the BC5 National Championship football game againsl Ohio State, on big 
screens at (he schoofs basketball arena in Gainesville. Fla. 
ings during the first half as 
"euphoric." 
Florida student Christopher 
Heagney, 23, said he brought 
his girlfriend llaesuk La for 
good luck. 
"Every time I bring my girl- 
friend with me the Gators win." 
Heagney said. 
Gators fansstarted celebrating 
before the game even started. 
"This weekend has been 
crazy. We've been going to dif- 
ferent house parlies and just 
crashing at friend's homes, said 
Jorge Duran. 25. a 200411F alum. 
He traveled from his home in 
Miami on Friday and since then 
has been "partying nonstop." 
Wearing an orange sweat 
band on his right wrist, Duran 
Started partying with more 
than 40 friends at a Gainesville 
home more than five hours 
before kickoff. 
"I've been unbelievably excit- 
ed. I'm a nervous wreck," he 
said. 
Duran and friends describe 
their celebration as a "hard- 
core barbecue." ((nthe menu is 
venison chili, two pork shoul- 
ders, ham and grilled tender- 
loin. Oh yeah, don't forget the 
open bar and 100-inch projec- 
tor TV, he said. 
"This is one helluva roller- 
coaster ride," Duran said. 
Florida student Alison Hakes 
prepared for the game bj put- 
ting together the right outfit 
— the same orange and blue 
jacket, whitel-shin, and beaded 
bracelet she wore nine months 
ago when the Gator basketball 
team won thai sport's national 
See FLORIDA i Page 12 
Columbus parties its way to the BCS 
Championship game with fan support 
By Matt Lcingang 
The Associated Press 
COLUMBUS, —About 6.000 
Ohio State students and faculty 
fixed their attention on a giant 
scoreboard in the school's bas- 
ketball arena last night, cheer- 
ing on their top-ranked football 
team as the Buckeyes sought 
their second national title in 
five years. 
The crowd stood for the 
opening kickoff and erupted 
into cheers when Ted Ginn Ir. 
returned the kick 93 yards for a 
touchdown. 
But No. 2 Florida dominated 
the test of the first quarter, and 
the crowd became subdued 
as they watched the Buckeyes 
fall behind 24-14 as the second 
quarter got underway. 
Student Ryan Conroy. 18, 
of Hellaire, said he was a little 
disappointed with how the 
Buckeyes started the game. 
"I'm a little upset, they came 
out shaky." he said. "But I think 
they have a strong second-half 
team and I'm confident they can 
come back." 
The crowd, watching the 
game played in Arizona on a live 
telecast, was entertained before 
kickoff by about 40 members of 
Ohio State's pep band, which 
played the school's fight song 
and other favorites. 
They also watched a video- 
taped message from coach |im 
I Vessel, who promised them the 
team would play hard and rep- 
resent the school with class. 
JAYLAPROE    AP PHOTO 
CRAZED FAN: Iroy Lee. of Reynoldsburg 
Ohio shouts out an Ohio State football 
cheer while wailing the BCS Championship 
Ryan Davis, 22, a baritone 
player in the pep band, said the 
crowd seemed confident and 
lie was looking forward to a 
Buckeye win. 
"It really makes you feel good 
to have a team on a national 
stage and, if they win, it will feel 
like we're on top of the world," 
said Davis a senior. 
Gov. Ted Strickland, who 
was sworn into office earlier 
yesterday, briefly took the floor 
to shout: "Isn't great to be a 
Buckeye? Don't you feel sorry for 
those Florida Gators tonight?" 
and the crowd cheered. 
Students returned to class 
last week and the excitement on 
campus really began to pick up 
over the weekend, said student 
Sean O'Malley, 20, who wore a 
scarlet Ohio State jersey. 
Those at the arena were 
among the Buckeye fans who 
couldn't go to Arizona to watch 
the game in person. Many hours 
before kickoff to grab the besl 
seals in the arena, as well as at 
bars and a movie theater that 
were lo show the game on huge 
screens. 
"We're dedii ated, as you can 
see," said Troy lee, who shaved 
his head and painted ii to resent 
hie a scarlet and gray Ohio State 
helmet, complete with 22 tem- 
porary tattoos of the buckeye 
leaf stickers players get for big 
plays. 
Lee, 43. and Rve "I Ins friends 
were pan of an early crowd at 
the Buckeye Hall of Fame Cafe 
near campus, which erupted 
with chants of "O-II-I-O" when 
big screen TVs showed pre- 
game shots of University of 
Phoenix stadium in GlendaJe, 
Ai iz., where the game was to be 
played. 
Vesterday was like an unof- 
ficial holiday in Ohio, as govern- 
ment meetings were resched- 
uled and many workers look 
the clay off. Graphics designer 
Gillian 1 laga, 27, managed to get 
both yesterday and today off. 
"I'll have a ton of work when 
1 return, but it will be worth it," 
she said. 
While the excitement level 
was high, some Buckeyes fans 
said the hype and buzz lead- 
ing up lo this game wasn't so 
intense as when Ohio State 
defeated Miami for the national 
championship in 2003 — after 
a title drought of 34 years. This 
time, (he Buckeyes are favored 
See BUCKS | Page 12 
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FLYING HIGH: [o rhesky -liter a Chargers win over Denver 
i ;<■ .ind lias been named an 
Tomlinson, Bailey, 
Taylor all finish 
season as All-Pros 
ByBntty Wilncr 
LaDainian ['omiinson, lason 
layloraiidl 'hamp Bailey capped 
superb seasons by unanimous- 
ly making I he Associated Press 
\l I All I'm team announced 
[omiinson,    San     Diego's 
iluable 
.,■ Playei ol 
the v Miami end 
. nsive Player 
i! for i !»■ league 
ih Ki interceptions even 
though  opponents   tried   to 
-. mi; in the Bl 
cornerl ol the field. 
' \h whole idea to go out em 
.i Sunday is to l»- a pain in the 
butt for the other team," said 
I ay lor, who had 62 lai kles, 13 
I quarterback hur- 
tions     both 
returned fot rDs      II passes 
bles forced 
-I fumbles recovered. 
II I can be a pain in Iheii 
nd  give someb 
headache, then  more times 
than ii . in work out 
well! 
Ii worked nut so well for him, 
Tomlinson who set Nl I 
records for points with iwi, 
touchdowns with 31 and TDs 
rushing with 28 and Ballej 
thai they received all 50 votes 
from a nationwide panel of 
sports v\ ritersand broadcasters 
who covei the Nl I 
inn others, both Chicago 
Bears, came close in sweeping 
the vote, Devin Hester, who 
sel a league mark with six kick 
returns for touchdowns, was 
the onlj rookie on the team, 
earning iff \I2 votes, Middle 
linebacker Brian Urlacher, a 
repeater from lasl year, got 18, 
\skcd about the respect he 
was shown as a rookie. I lestel 
Right, most definitely. I 
reallj didn't want to look Into 
this season. I just kind ol want- 
ed to establish mysell and feel 
ai home. Toward the offseason, 
that's when I realrj start look 
ingal some stuff like that." 
in all, the Chargers had 
the most All-Pros with five: 
lonilinson, tight end Anlonio 
i lates, fullback I orenzo Neal, 
defensive tackle lamalWilliams 
and linebacker Sliawne 
Merriman, Who made it despite 
serving a four-game suspen- 
See ALL-PROS    ijel2 
:., IIII \ 
(Vnii't 
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Despite many pleas 
definitely will not c 
By Ralph D. Rusio 
The Associated Press 
SCOTTSDA1.E, Ariz. — If the 
1iowl Championship Sines 
were to adopt a mini-playofl 
format, it wouldn't happen 
until al least the 2010 college 
football season. 
DCS       coordinator       and 
Southeastern      Conference 
commissioner Mike slice said 
Monday   he  was   "very,   \er\ 
open-minded about a plus 
one," which could create a four- 
team playoff. 
"I think we need lo take a 
VBT) haul look at that," Slive 
told reporters al a football 
Writers Association ol America 
meeting. 
Bui a lull-Hedged \l I .-style 
playoff has no chance ol bap 
pening anytime soon, slivc 
said. 
■ I he question is 'Is I and 2 
enough?'" he said, 
Slive doesn't expect any 
changes until lux's four-yeai 
S120 million i \ deal ends with 
the 2010 bowls. 
I he   plus one   model   was 
discussed bj the lies, though 
never seriously, when it expand 
cd in five games and scheduled 
the championship game after 
the fout major bowls, I he first 
lit s national c hampionship 
game was played Monday night 
between No. I Ohio Stale and 
No, ' Florida at University ol 
Phoenix Stadium in Glendale. 
Although current IV i on 
trails   would   not   prohibit  a 
lit S formal change, sine said 
ii seemed unlikely any major 
alterations could be made in 
time  to  affect  the  current 
arrangement. 
Fox is m the lirsi year of a 
by participants, BCS 
hange before 2010 
four U.II deal lor the broadcast 
rights tn the Fiesta, Orange and 
Sugai howls until 201(1 and the 
national title game until 2009, 
I he Hose Bowl has its own I V 
deal with AHI . a contract that 
i mis through 2014. 
Currently, the championship 
game is sel alter the regul.u 
season, using t he top two learns 
in the final IK S standings. 
With the plus one model that 
has rei eived the most atten 
lion, the lop lour teams would 
be seeded into two ol the mat 
quee bowls, essential!) creating 
national semifinals i he win- 
ners would play a week later for 
the national title. 
Another possible phis one 
formal WOUld set the bowls 
usingliaditionallies ins     such 
as Pac-10 and Big Ten champl 
mis meeting in the Hose Bowl 
and the SEC champ playing in 
the Sugar — and have the final 
BCS standings t ome nut after 
the bowls are played, 
rhe i ommissioners ol the 11 
Division l-A conferences and 
Noire  Dame athletii   director. 
Kevin White will meet in March 
and lime, and the college tool 
hall postseason will be a topic. 
Slive said. 
Me said he would approach 
any discussion about (iiistsea 
son  changes with  three  pi i 
niiiies in mind: Vdhering to 
schools   academic  missions, 
maintaining the passion ol the 
regular season and preserving 
the howl tradition. 
Ultimately, university presi- 
dents will make the decision, 
and they have shown little sup 
port for a playoff in the past. 
I told out presidents they 
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Falcons still having trouble 
winning games 
By Chayi* H.ld 
Reporter 
After a 20-day layoff over the 
i Inlidays, the BG hockey team 
is back on the ice for the second 
half of the 2006-07 season. 
Despite staggering to a 5- 
16-1 start, which is good for 
last place in the CCHA, the 
Falcons have showed some 
signs of improved play since 
returning to action'in the last 
two weekends. 
With a split against Western 
Michigan this past week- 
end and upcoming series 
against Nebraska-Omaha and 
Northern Michigan, BG looks 
to gain some ground in the 
league standings. 
"It's not rocket science that 
we've been struggling this 
year," said goalie Jimmy Spratt. 
"But if you look at the schedule, 
our next few games are against 
teams that are just above us. 
If we can get on a run and put 
a lot of wins together we can 
make a jump and really turn 
the season around." 
The Falcons took the first 
step to turning the year around 
in their first game of 2007, with 
perhaps the team's best per- 
formance of the season, a 5-1 
drubbing of Western Michigan 
(7-11-1, 6-8-1) this past Friday. 
A total team effort was high- 
lighted by forward Jonathan 
Matsumoto's 100th career 
point and a solid showing by 
Spratt (17 saves) in goal. 
Any hopes of a winning 
streak quickly evaporated 
Saturday night when Western 
Michigan answered Friday's 
drubbing with a 5-0 victory. 
Despite holding a 37-26 shot 
advantage, BG went scoreless 
on all nine of its power play 
opportunities, including a five- 
minute major at the start of the 
game. The Broncos scored two 
goals with the man-advantage 
and two more shorthanded. 
I he) even managed to score 
a goal while the Falcons had a 
5-on-3 advantage. 
"We were disappointed 
tonight," coach Scott Paluch 
said following Saturday's loss. 
"We wanted to feed off I Friday! 
night and give ourselves the 
chance to earn a sweep. Our 
inability to score goals didn't 
give us a chance to do that." 
In the Falcons' first action 
after the break on Dec. 29-30, 
JORDAN FL0WIR      i !      'I .'. 
BACK IN ACTION: As the Falcons got back into action, so did their enforcer James 
Ungei. Out all season with an arm injury. linger returned to the lineup in Columbus lor 
the Fakons. 
BG joined Ohio State, Miami 
and Minnesota-Duluth at 
the Ohio Hockey Classic 
held at Nationwide Arena in 
Columbus. 
In a non-conference match- 
up, BG lost its third game to 
Miami this season; a tight 3-2 
decision to the No. 4 Redhawks 
(15-5-1) in the tournament's 
opening game James linger, 
back from injury, recorded his 
first goal of the season while 
Matsumoto also scored. Spratt 
had 19 saves on the game. 
"I thought it was a pretty 
good hockey game for both 
teams being on the Christmas 
break," Paluch said. "What 
we saw there was their ability 
to find a way to win hockey 
games. I gave a lot of credit it to 
them. They are a top team for 
a reason." 
In the consolation game, 
the Falcons faced Minnesota- 
Duluth in a rematch of the 
1984 national championship 
game. This time the Bulldogs 
CCHA STANDINGS 
BG will have to work hard to catch up to the 
rest of the conference as they get into the 
heart of conference play 
Dlv. Ovr. 
lust Team WL WI 
Miami (OH) 114 1 16 7-1 
Notre Dame 11-2-1 13 6 5 
Lake Superior 7-4-5 15-6-3 
Michigan Stall 8-6-1 12-8-1 
Ohio State 7-6-5 9-9-4 
Michigan 8-5 13-8 
Alaska 5-6-3 7-9-4 
Western Michigan 6-8-1 MM 
Nebraska-Omaha 5-7-2 8-9-6 
Northern Michigan 5-10-1 8-15-2 
Ferns State 510-2 515-2 
B6SU 311 5-161 
(5-13-3) were victorious, 
grabbing <i 4-3 Win. All three 
BG goals in the game were 
scored by freshmen: Tommy 
Dee, Tod'd Mcllrath and Kal 
Kantola. 
BG is back in action tonight 
on short rest as they travel to 
Ann Arbor to take on No. 10 
Michigan in a CCHA contest. 
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Gator fans share excitement with 
pre-game parties in Gainesville 
By Jim Ellis 
The Associated Press 
GAINESVILLE, Fla. — Florida 
students Carley Glasser and 
Claire Pulignano waved a large 
blue tarpaulin with "Go Gators" 
in orange letters from the front 
row of the arena where thou- 
sands of fans gathered to watch 
last night's national champi- 
onship football game on video 
screens. 
Glasser and Pulignano, 
screamingandcheering,snouted 
school chants along with about 
11,000 other Gator fans at UF's 
basketball arena, the O'Connell 
Center. They filled the stadium 
to capacity within minutes to 
watch the game simulcast live 
on four large video screens. 
Pulignano brought the make- 
shift banner to protect her and 
her friends from the rain that 
drenched them asthey waited in 
line beginning at 10:30 a.m. — 
about eight hours before doors 
opened at the arena. 
"When the rain stopped, we 
decided to turn our tarp into a 
banner," said Pulignano. 
With less than a minute to 
go in the first half. Gators fans 
were euphoric, dancing in their 
seats, in the aisles and on the 
court. At halftime their team led 
34-14 in the BCS Championship 
game against No. 1 Ohio State in 
Arizona. 
Graduate student Chris 
Andrus, 24, described his feel- 
JOHNRAOUX 1 AP PHOTO 
JACKED UP: University ol Florida students cheer while watching Florida football high- 
lights, prior to the BCS National Championship football game against Ohio State, on big 
screens at the schools basketball arena m Gainesville. Fla. 
ings during the first half as 
"euphoric." 
Florida student Christopher 
Heagney. 23, said he brought 
his girlfriend llaesuk La for 
good luck. 
"Every time I bring my giri- 
friend with me the Gators win," 
Heagney said. 
Gators fa ns started celebrati ng 
before the game even started. 
"This weekend has been 
crazy. We've been going to dif- 
ferent house parlies and just 
crashing at friend's homes," said 
lorge Duran, 25, a 2004 UF alum. 
He traveled from his home in 
Miami on Friday and since then 
has been "partying nonstop." 
Wearing an orange sweat 
band on his right wrist, Duran 
started partying with more 
than 40 friends at a Gainesville 
home more than five hours 
before kickoff. 
"I've been unbelievably excit- 
ed. I'm a nervous wreck," he 
said. 
Duran and friends describe 
their celebration as a "hard- 
core barbecue." On the menu is 
venison chili, two pork shoul- 
ders, ham and grilled tender- 
loin. Oh yeah, don't forget the 
open bar and 100-inch projec- 
tor TV, he said. 
"This is one helluva roller- 
coaster ride," Duran said. 
Florida student Alison Rakes 
prepared for the game by put- 
ting together the right outfit 
— the same orange and blue 
jacket, white T-shirt, and beaded 
bracelet she wore nine months 
ago when the Gator basketball 
team won that sport's national 
See FLORIDA | Page 12 
Columbus parties its way to the BCS 
Championship game with fan support 
Find more coupons and details about NitroMax, visit www.thetireman.com 
By Matt Lcingang 
The Associated Press 
COLUM BUS, — About 6,000 
Ohio Slate students and faculty 
fixed their attention on a giant 
scoreboard in the school's bas- 
ketball arena last night, cheer- 
ing on their top-ranked football 
team as the Buckeyes sought 
their second national title in 
five yean. 
The crowd stood for the 
opening kickoff and erupted 
into cheers when Ted Ginn lr. 
returned the kick 93 yards for a 
touchdown. 
But No. 2 Florida dominated 
the rest of the first quarter, and 
the crowd became subdued 
as they watched the Buckeyes 
fall behind 24-14 as the second 
quarter got underway. 
Student Ryan Conroy, 18, 
of Bellaire, said he was a little 
disappointed with how the 
Buckeyes started the game. 
"I'm a little upset, they came 
out shaky," he said. "But I think 
they have a strong second-half 
team and I'm confident they can 
come back." 
The crowd, watching the 
game played in Arizona on a live 
telecast, was entertained before 
kickoff by about 40 members of 
Ohio State's pep band, which 
played the school's fight song 
and other favorites. 
They also watched a video- 
taped message from coach Jim 
Tressel, who promised them the 
team would play hard and rep- 
resent the school with class. 
MYIAPRETE . AP PHOTO 
CRAZED FAN: Troy Lee. ol Reynoldsburg. 
Ohio shouts out an Ohio State football 
cheer while waiting the BCS Championship 
Ryan Davis, 22, a baritone 
player in the pep band, said the 
crowd seemed confident and 
he was looking forward to a 
Buckeye win. 
"It really makes you feel good 
to have a team on a national 
stage and, if they win, it will feel 
like we're on top of the world," 
said Davis a senior. 
Gov. Ted Strickland, who 
was sworn into office earlier 
yesterday, briefly took the floor 
to shout: "Isn't great to be a 
Buckeye? Don't you feel sorry for 
those Florida Gators tonight?" 
and the crowd cheered. 
Students returned to class 
last week and the excitement on 
campus really began to pick up 
over the weekend, said student 
Sean O'Malley, 20, who wore a 
scarlei Ohio State jersey. 
Those at the arena were 
among the Buckeye fans who 
couldn't go to Arizona to watch 
the game in person. Many hours 
before kickoff to grab the best 
seats in the arena, as well as at 
bars and a movie theater that 
were to show the game on huge 
screens. 
"We're dedicated, as you can 
see," said Troy Lee, who shaved 
his head and painted it to resem- 
ble a scarlet and gray Ohio State 
helmet, complete with 22 tem- 
porary tattoos of the buckeye 
leaf stickers players get for big 
plays. 
Lee, 43, and five of his friends 
were part of an early crowd at 
the Buckeye Hall of Fame Cafe 
near campus, which erupted 
with chants of "O-H-l-O" when 
big screen TVs showed pre- 
game shots of University of 
Phoenix stadium in Glendalc, 
Ariz., where the game was to be 
played. 
Yesterday was like an unof- 
ficial holiday in Ohio, as govern- 
ment meetings were resched- 
uled and many workers look 
the day off. Graphics designer 
Gillian Haga, 27, managed to get 
both yesterday and today off. 
"Ill have a ton of work when 
I return, hut it will be worth it," 
she said. 
While the excitement level 
was high, some Buckeyes fans 
said the hype and buzz lead- 
ing up lo this game wasn't so 
intense as when Ohio State 
defeated Miami for the national 
championship in 2003 — after 
a title drought of 34 years. This 
time, the Buckeyes are favored 
See BUCKS | Page 12 
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FLYING HIGH: Ladainiai Tomlmson points lo the sky alter a Chargers win over Denver. 
He has the Chargers in the playoffs with homefteld advantage and has been named an 
d Press All-Pro 
Tomlinson, Bailey, 
Taylor all finish 
season as All-Pros 
By Barry Wilntr 
The Associated Press 
LaDainian ibmiinson, lason 
laylorand Champ Bailey capped 
superb seasons by unanimous- 
i\ in,iking i he \ssociated Press 
\i I AII Pro train announced 
rday. 
Iiniilin-nn.     San     Diego's 
record-setting running bark 
also won the VP Mosi Valuable 
Player and Offensive llayei ol 
the Yeai awards. Miami end 
ray lor was the Defensive Player 
nl the Year. 
Bailey tied foi the league 
lead with III interceptions even 
though opponents tried to 
avoid throwing to the Broncos 
cornerback's side of the field. 
Ah whole idea lo go out on 
a Sunday is lo he a pain in the 
him for the other team," said 
l.nlnr. who had 62 tackles, 13 
i quarterback Inn 
ties, two interceptions both 
returned for TDs n passes 
defensed, HI tumbles (breed 
and two fumbles recovered, 
it I can be a pain in theit 
butt and give somebody a 
headache, then more nines 
than not, it's going to work oul 
well for myself 
it worked oul so well lor him, 
loinlinson — who sei XI I. 
records for points with IHIi, 
touchdowns with :u and TDs 
lushing with 2H — and Bailey 
thai they received all 50 votes 
from  a   nationwide  panel  of 
sports writers and broadcasters 
who covet the NFL 
[wo others, both Chicago 
Bears, came close In sweeping 
the vote, I levin Hester, who 
sol a league mark with six kick 
returns for touchdowns, was 
the only  rookie on the team. 
earning 48 1/2 votes. Middle 
linebacker Brian Urlacher. a 
repeater from last year, go) IK. 
Asked about the respect he 
was shown as a rookie. Ilesier 
said: "Right most definitely. I 
really didn't wani to look Into 
I his season. I just kind of want- 
ed to establish mysell and feel 
at home. Inward the offseason, 
that's when I really start look- 
ing at some stud like that." 
In all, (he Chargers had 
the most All-Pros with five: 
Tomlinson, tight end Antonio 
Gates, fullback Lorenzo Neal, 
defensive tacklelamal Williams 
and linebacker Shawne 
Merriman, who made it despite 
serving a lour game suspen- 
See ALL-PROS | Page 12 
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Despite many pleas by participants, BCS 
definitely will not change before 2010 
By Ralph D. Ruiso 
The Associated Press 
SCOTTSDALE, Ariz. — II the 
1iowl Championship Series 
were to adopt a niini-playolt 
format, it wouldn't happen 
until at least the 2010 college 
football season. 
BCS coordinator and 
Southeastern Conference 
commissioner Mike Slive said 
Monday he was "very, very 
open-minded about a plus- 
one," which could create a four- 
team playoff. 
"I think we need lo take a 
very hard look at that," Slive 
told reporters at a Football 
Writers Association of America 
meeting. 
But a full-fledged NFL-style 
playoff has no chance of hap- 
pening anytime  soon,  Slive 
said. 
I he question is Is I and 2 
enough?'" he said. 
slive doesn'l expect any 
changes until Fox's tour-year 
I C lillinn l\ deal ends with 
the 2010 bowls. 
The   plus-one   model   was 
discussed In the BCS, though 
never seriously, win •nil expand- 
ed In live games and scheduled 
the championship game alter 
the lour major howls. I he lirsi 
ncs national championship 
game was played Mondaj nighl 
between No. i Ohio State and 
No, 2 Florida at Dntversitj nt 
Phoenix Stadium InGlendale 
Although current IV con- 
tracts would not prohibil a 
BCS format change, Slive said 
it seemed unlikely any major 
alterations could be made in 
time to affect the current 
arrangement. 
Fox is in the firs year of a 
four-year deal for the broadcast 
rights to the Fiesta, Orange and 
Sugar bowls until 2010 and the 
national title game until 2009. 
The Rose linwl has its own TV 
deal with MIC. a contrail thai 
runs through 2014. 
Currently, the championship 
game is set after the regular 
season, using the top two teams 
in the final BCS standings. 
With the plus-one model that 
has received the most atten- 
tion, the top four teams would 
be seeded Into two ol ihe mar- 
quee bowl8,essentiall) creating 
national semifinals. I he win- 
ners would play a week later tor 
ihe national title. 
Another possible plus-one 
formal would set the bowls 
using traditional ties ins   such 
as Pat It) and Big ten champi- 
ons meeting In the Rose Howl 
:u\d the SEI  champ playing in 
the Sugar — and have the final 
BCS standings come out after 
I In-bowls are played. 
I he commissioners ol the II 
Division l-A conferences and 
Notre Dame athletic director 
KevinWhitewillineel in March 
and hine, and the college loot 
hall postseason will be ■ topic, 
Slive said 
He said he would approach 
any discussion about posisea 
son change's with three pii 
orilies In mind: Adhering to 
schools' academic- missions, 
maintaining the passion of the 
regular season and preserving 
the bovd tradition. 
Ultimately, universin presi- 
dents will make the decision, 
and they have shown Mule sup 
port bra pteyofl in the past. 
■ I mitt our presidents they 
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GATORS 
From Page 9 
powered Into the end zone for 
another. 
Smith, meanwhile, joined 
a lone ''M "' Heteman Trophy 
quarterbacks lason White, 
i in Crouch and Gino [brretta, 
among them to liill apart in 
bowl games. He was just •i-for-14 
with one Interception and never 
showed offhis elusive running. 
Instead, defensive ends Derrick 
Harvey and larvi- Moss made il 
a miserable night for Smith. 
Linebacker Earl Everett got into 
the act, too, running down Smith 
despite missing his helmet 
Florida won its second national 
tide, adding to the one Heisman 
winner Danny Unerllel brought 
home in 1996 under coach Steve 
Spurria with a 52-20 romp over 
Florida State in the Sugar Bowl 
This time, the man in charge 
was the IL' veai old Meyer, once 
a .2(H) hitter in the low minors 
in Atlanta's latin system, since 
then, lie's made a rocket rise in 
the coaching ranks, lopped oil 
by a title in Ins second yeai at 
Florida. 
i he    Bowl    Championship 
series added an extra Kami' this 
year to determine a champion. 
Some fans were certain Michigan 
deserved to be here, that is until 
it   got   pounded   by   Southern 
CaUfornia in the Rose Bowl 
ibis game had no name — per- 
haps now il might lx' the Meyer 
Howl, at least lot a year. 
Ohio Slate coach lint TTCSSel's 
team looked as if they belonged 
at the Holiday Bowl, because il 
took this night off. Given Til days 
to prepare, and Favored bj a solid 
touchdown, the Buckeyes were 
confused from die get-go once 
Florida got the ball 
In the first football matchup 
between these schools they've 
both played the soon for 100-phis 
years the Galore emphatically 
stopped Ohio State's 19-game 
winning streak. 
The Buckeyes beat a pair uf 
No J teamsearUa in the season. 
defending champion Texas ami 
Michigan. They were no match 
for Florida's speed, strategj and 
style. 
The Buckeyes looked com- 
plete!) Flummoxed by Florida's 
frenetic offense at the outset 
Irvine,  to  match  up with  the 
Gators' shifting formations, the) 
often |umped around at the line 
and still were out of position. 
Leak gladK  look advantage 
of the confusion, picking wide- 
open receivers at will and hitting 
his first nine passes. Ciilici/ed 
most of his career for a lack of fire. 
the guy with the soft, green eyes 
seemed real comfortable. 
Meyer's gadgets made it easy 
piddns for met lators. They came 
out in a live-wide set alter (linn's 
return and Leak hit Dallas Baker 
with a tying, 14-yard touchdow n 
pass. 
The next time they touched the 
ball, the Gators let leak, [ebon 
and scatback Percy llarvin all 
take direct snaps from center, 
llarvin later lucked it under bis 
right arm — the one with a lion 
tattoo — and powered for a 4- 
yardli). 
A  flanker  reverse  by Andre 
(aldwdl helped Florida move n i a 
third-and-goal at the 2 as the first 
quartet ended When the second 
period began, Meyer immediate- 
K teached into his bag of tricks. 
Florida put three running backs 
directly behind leak -   a power 
[-phis    and gave the ball to the 
last one. DeShawn VVynn scored 
on the first play oi the quarter, 
plunging into the end /.one right 
in Iron! of the Gators' band, for a 
stunning 21-7 lead. 
Ohio   Slate   returned   to   its 
loots and ran the ball. Antonio 
BUCKS 
to will and haven't played in 
more than 50 days, 
"I ast time it was like, wow. 
we're here in the title game. 
Now, we're confident that we 
can win and we're expecting 
IO have a good time," said 
Steve Sollis, 28, wearing a 
scarlet jcrsc\ with No. 10, the 
numbei ol Heisman rrophy 
winning quarterback Troy 
Smith. He arrived at 1:30 
p.m. to grab a good seal at 
the Buckeye Hall, a restau- 
rant and banquet hall with 
capacity for 2,000 people. 
About (III workers. 2(1 more 
than a usual game day, were 
On duly and ,'."> kegs were 
read) for tapping, manager 
lohnin Dinh said. 
With the game out ol state. 
heav) i rowds weren't expect- 
ed on campus. 
fhe 6,000 fans at Value Cit) 
Vrena were a fai 11 y from the 
100,000 people who attend 
Sold-OUl football games at 
Ohio Stadium. 
I he Arena Grand I heatre 
in a bar district near down 
town and the Drexel Gateway 
I beater near campus also 
planned to show the game. 
University officials hoped 
lo   avoid   disturbances   on 
"Last time it was like, 
wow, we're here in 
the title game. Now, 
we're confident that 
we can win." 
campus, where fans  ovei 
turned cars, set fires and 
ripped doors oil apartment 
buildings after a 2002 victor) 
ovei rival Michigan. 
lust in case, city police 
banned parking, towed ille- 
gally parked vehicles, nop 
tied trash bins and placed 
undercover officers In neigh 
borhoods around theunivet 
sii\ to dissuade rowdy fan 
behavior, win or lose. Police 
also installed portable lights 
on street coiners and alleys 
to make it easier to monitor 
people coming out ol bars 
and restaurants, 
The measures were simi- 
lar to a plan  the iil>   used 
to minimize problems when 
the Buckeyes heal Michigan 
in Columbus on Nov. IH. 
Police arrested nearly 40 
people and  do/ens  of tires 
were set in student neighbor- 
hoods, but school officials 
were generally pleased with 
the post-game celebrations 
WOMEN 
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to coach every day and the) 
believed they could have ibis 
start." 
As they continue conference 
play, the falcon, have quite a 
few numbers to be proud of. 
I hey are shooting 48 percent 
from the field and in percent 
from long range' while holding 
their opponents to 37 percent 
from (he field and 211 percent 
from beyond the arc. 
The defense gave up just 49 
points per game in the MAC 
tournament and started the 
season the same way to extend 
their now 27-game conference 
win streak. 
"Even though Coach Miller 
is a more olfensivc minded 
coach,  he is always siiessing 
defense, defense, clrtcnsc." said 
forward Megan Ihorburn. "I 
think it's just |a result of] get- 
ling hands on passes, getting 
up on them and playing good 
team defense." 
The Falcons will face confer- 
ence foe Kent State tomorrow at 
Anderson Arena in a rematch of 
the past two MAC. Tournament 
championship games. 
OPENINGS STILL AVAILABLE FOR TUESDAY NKSHT FUN LEAGUES! 
CJ'S SPORTS BAR AND GRILLE 
WE HAVt THf BEST BURGERS IN B.O.. 
JUST ASK BASKETBALL COACH DAN DAKICH1 
BUY 2 GAMES AND WE WILL PAY FOR 
THE THIRD GAME WITH THIS AD! 
WE HAVE THE AREA'S ONLY COSMIC BOWLING FRIDAY £ SATURDAY NIGHTS! 
lint Ihevrolet - Toyota  -  Scion 
Serving BGJ»U Students For Over 30 
SERVICE         2 t            PARTS 
Otferinng quality 
service with ASE Genuine GM and 
Certified Technicians + 
FREE Shuttle Service, 
Toyota Parts. Daily 
Deliveries on Special 
Dedicated Towing 
Service, and Full 
Rental Dept. 
Orders. FREE quotes 
given. 
HOURS     Monday- Friday 7:30-6 Thursday 7:30-8     Saturday 8-2 
BODY SHOP 
306 Industrial Pkwy. 
New State of the art 
Facility! Over 20,000 
sq. feet. Staffed with 
Professional Managers 
and certified 
technicians. 
HOURS M-F 8 5 
BGSU STUDENTS 
10% OFF ALL 
SERVICE AND 
PARTS 
(excludes Body Shop) 
<jirinii 
B.G.'s ONE 
STOP SHOP! 
NAME NAME NAME 
GOOD SPORTS: Chris Leal n embraced by Tioy Smilh alter ibe Florida Gators won ihe 
BCS Championship Game. Smith was outplayed by leak, but won this year's Heisman Trophy 
Leak was highly criticized heading into (he game. 
Ptttman's IB-yard hurst made it 
21-14 with 13:32 loft Mori' half- 
time. 
Undaunted the (lalors came 
back with something totally 
out of character, even for them 
— field goals. 
Chris Hetland was only 4-for- 
13 on kicks this season, and his 
longc'st was 33 yards, lint Meyer 
said he would trust him in this 
game, and Hetland mack1 good, 
from 42 and 40 yards on the next 
two possessions. 
iiotland's second kick i ame 
alter [Vessel showed a little early 
desperation, gambling on fourth- 
and-1 at his own 29 and saw (Ihris 
Wells stuffed. 
The Buckeyes got the ball on 
their 20 with less than two min- 
utes left Iii'li no lialltimoand were 
determined lo see a score before 
the break. They did--by Florida 
Moss sacked Smith ami forced 
him to fumble, and the (lators 
took over at 5. Tebow ran twice 
up the middle, then faked a quar- 
terback draw, rolled to the left 
and tossed a I-yard I'D pass to 
(aldwell. 
At 34-14, fans on both sides 
were stunned as the teams ran in 
the locker rooms. 
ALL-PROS 
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sum for violating the league-. 
steroids policy. Merriman still 
wound up with a league-best 
17 sacks. 
"When you've got five guys 
on the All-I'ro team, that says 
a lot," said Tomlinson, who 
did a lot to give San Diego the 
league's best record. 14-2." "I 
think that's significant and ... 
I'm obviously very happy lo 
be named mi it." 
I lie Dears were next with 
four All-Pros: Urlacher. Hester, 
center Olin Kreutz and kicker 
Robbie Gould. 
saints quarterback Drew 
Breesedged the Colts' Peyton 
Manning 2"i votes to 24  for 
the quarterback spot, it was 
the first time since 2002 that 
Manning was not the first- 
team quarterback. 
Brees engineered the turn- 
around in New Orleans from 
3-13 to 10-6 and an NFC South 
disision title. 
I le was joined on the All- 
I'ru squad by Saints second- 
year tackle Jammal Brown. 
Kansas City's Larry Johnson 
was selected in the baikfield 
with Brees, a former Charger, 
and the two San Diego backs. 
The wideouts are Marvin 
I larrison of Indianapolis and 
chad lohnson of Cincinnati. 
Another Bengal, tackle Willie 
Anderson, is on the offen- 
sive line, where he's joined 
by Philadelphia guard Shawn 
Andrews and Pittsburgh guard 
Alan Faneca. 
Tayloi  anchors a defense 
also featuring Carolina end 
Illlius Peppers, Minnesota 
tackle Kevin Williams, 
Baltimore linebacker Adalius 
Thomas, Miami linebacker 
Zach   Thomas,   Jacksonville 
cornerback Rashean Mathis, 
Philadelphia    saicly    Brian 
Dawkins and Baltimore safe 
ty Ed Reed. 
"It means a lot." said Adalius 
Thomas, a first-time All-Pro. 
It's a tribute not to myself, 
but to a lot ol the guys up 
front. I don't think you could 
have a good linebacking corps 
without good defensive line- 
men. I hat's a tribute to Kelly 
(iregg. Ilaloti \gala. Trevor 
Pryce and all those guys and 
the other linebackers. Hay 
Lewis. Hart Scott and Terrell 
Suggs." 
Buffalo's Brian Moorman is 
the punter. 
Repeaters from 2005 
are Gates, Chad lohnson, 
Anderson, Faneca, lamal 
Williams.   Urlacher,   Bailej 
and Moorman. 
In all, there are 18 AFC play- 
ers and 10 from the NIC. 
BCS 
From 
need to think about this and 
make some decisions about 
whether or not the BCS format 
should be the way it is today or 
whether they want to talk about 
some other format," Slive said. 
The new five-game BCS for- 
mat has one bowl site hosting 
two games in eight days. This 
season, the liesta Bowl hosted 
the championship game. The 
Sugar Bowl, which returned 
to the Superdome on Ian. t 
after skipping a year because 
of I lurricane Katrina, is sched- 
uled to host two games next 
season. 
MEN 
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BG led by as many as 16 in 
the first half, before seeing 
its lead dwindle two just one 
point byballtime. leading the 
comeback charge for Buffalo 
was F.ric Moore, who connect- 
edon Il-of-163-pointattempts 
and scored 35 points in all 
Buffalo coach Reggie 
Witherspoonoreditsastaunch 
defense with keepingthe Mulls 
in the game early on 
"We started to play a little 
harder and less hesitant," 
Witherspoon said. "They also 
missed a lew shots that they 
seemed to make down the 
stretch. Our defense was also 
a little bit more aggressive." 
1111 be end, Samarco and the 
Falcons were just too much for 
W'itherspoon's squad to over- 
come. Samarco's 43 points 
was the most for a Falcon 
since Keith McLeod bad 42, 
also against Buffalo, in the 
2002 season and is the most by 
a MAC player this season. 
"I started getting comfort- 
able when they were going for 
my shot lake early." Samarco 
said. "But this all started in 
practice as were prepared for 
this game. I just got of ioa good 
start and kept rolling with it." 
Since Winter Break let 
out for BGSU students, 
the Falcons have won six- 
ol seven games and find 
themselves tied with Ohio 
University at the top of the 
MAC for total wins (10). 
I hesetWO teams will square 
off TIHII siiay in Athens as BG 
looks to stay perfect in MAC 
play. 
FLORIDA 
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championship 
"I can't even sleep anymore. 
It's all I've been talking about 
this week." said Rakes, a 21- 
year-old elementary educa- 
tion major. 
The Gainesville Police 
Department had about 150 
patrol officers on duty for last 
night's festivities, Sgt. Keith 
Kameg said. 
"We are treating this like 
a Florida State game." said 
Kameg, who said that offi- 
cers would be on the lookout 
for fans exhibiting aggressive 
behavior. 
Everyone acted responsibly 
when UF won the basketball 
championship in April because 
otneersgaw celebrants enough 
space to vent until they calmed 
down, he said. 
"We want people to yell and 
then yell some more," Kameg 
said. "But we just want fans to 
be safe." 
UF students took to the 
streets and cheered through 
the early morning hours after 
ibe basketball championship 
and officers are prepared to 
match ihe students' energy 
and patrol until the city's 
st reets have emptied. 
WINTER SAVINGS! OIL CHANGE & TIRE ROTATION 
$1995 
Include* ol f«e<d change win up to 5 o» 
of o^iaaryCaoo motor oa" cnaua lube and tit*      ' 
roMbon    In lieu of othei olft Most cats and      , 
light bucks ■      i 
I.   ;   "I '.■!•*. -i ., .it i I, BGN   ™ i 
Bowling Green 
■    (419)353-2444 
1087 S. Main Street 
Mon - Fri 8:00am - 6:00pm 
Sat 8:00am -4:00pm 
www.lutfy.com 
ANTIFREEZE/ 
COOLIANT SYSTEM 
FLUSH $2Q no opF 
Tuffy experts wil evaluate your cooling system ! 
flush you> radajeor and H\ wm coolant Dei Coo* J 
ertta "ir lmu of otne< offers Most cars and ___i 
"T II I ■■> BGN 3?' 
LIFETIME WARRANTED     \ 
BRAKE PADS/ 
SHOES & MUFFLERS 
50% S- 
Professional brew system inspection insf.aH ■ 
Malnw warrantied pads or tttoec Repac* wneet   ] 
beanngs and macron* rotors/drum* wnen re 
quired Semi metaftc pads and teptacernenl parts i 
may be needed at additional coat Inbeuof   ■** > 
.".-•   M   ■■'    e-.  <■■'     ;•'■■.   •■   ■■•■---- ^ 
SSL 
Management Inc. 
1045 IN. Main 7B 
Bowling Green, Ohio 
419-353-5800 
419-353-5751 
TOLL FREE: 800-989-0194 
1225  N.   Main   St. 
ThayerBG.com 
• Check out our Web Site for Specials and 
Pictures of apartments 
• Renting for 2007-2008 
• www.meccabg.com 
fa 
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LYHNHfY     APPHOIO 
LAB DEVELOPMENTS: Df Anthony Atala. head of Wake Forest's regenerative medicine institute, is photographed m his research 
lab at Piedmont Triad Research Park in Winston-Salem. NC. Friday. Jan. S. 2007. Scientists reported Sunday they had found a plentiful 
source of stem cells in the fluid that cushions babies in the womb and produced a variety of tissue types from these cells - sidestepping 
the controvetsy over destroying embryos for research.  Researchers at Wake Forest University and Harvard University reported the stem 
cells they drew from amniotic fluid donated by pregnant women hold much the same promise as embryonic stem cells. 
New stem cells found 
By Catherine Clabby 
MCT 
WINSTON-SALEM, NX. — A 
Wake Fores) llniviTsityscientisl 
says he has discovered a new 
class of stem cells in women's 
wombs thai may provide an 
alternative to highly controver- 
sial embryonic stem cells. 
The new cells, unlike embry- 
onic cells, could be harvested 
without the destruction of 
early-stage human embryos. 
That means research and devel- 
opment of treatments using 
these colls would probably not 
be subject to the tight financial 
restrictions the Bush adminis- 
tration has imposed on scien- 
tific work involving embryonic 
stem cells. 
Dr. Anthony Atala and col- 
laborators at Wake forest and 
Harvard universities found 
the cells in amniotic fluid, the 
liquid that surrounds embryos 
and fetuses in women's wombs. 
I he fluid is routinely extracted 
during pre-natal tests. The 
team has also isolated these 
cells in the placenta, the blood- 
rich organ that nourishes fetus- 
es in the womb and is usually 
discarded after birth. 
If the cells fulfill their prom- 
ise — and not all scientists are 
certain that they will — they 
could one day be saved at a 
person's birth for use later in 
life, Atala said. Or they could 
be banked to help cure dis- 
eases and make body parts 
that closely match the biologi- 
cal profiles of people needing 
treatment, expanding the sup- 
ply of transplant organs. 
"The cells are more read- 
ily available than most. There 
are 4.5 million births in this 
country each year," said Atala, 
director of the Institute for 
Regenerative Medicine at Wake 
liiiist University School of 
Medicine, Atala's discovery was 
unveiled in a report published 
Sunday in the journal Nature 
Biotechnology. 
Atala said the cells he has 
identified are different from 
embryonic stem cells, but may 
play a role in embryonic growth 
and development, lie suspects 
that amniotic fluid, as it cours- 
es through and around devel- 
oping fetuses, picks up the cells 
they shed. 
"The fetus is swallowing fluid 
and breathing it in through the 
nose. Not only does it trawl 
through the respiratory tract, it 
gets into the [gastrointestinal] 
tract, the bladder and the kid- 
ney. This stuff is chock full of 
fetal cells," Atala said. 
Stem cells offer medical 
promise because they aren't yet 
specialized to perform specific 
biological tasks. Instead, they 
can be transformed with the 
right chemical signals to tackle 
different jobs, as needed 
Scientists all over the world 
are dishing to develop treat 
merits using multiple types of 
stem cells. Many envision them 
as potential human repair kits 
for everything from severed 
spinal cords, damaged hearts, 
disabled pancreases, scarred 
livers, diseased brains and 
much more. 
But actual treatments are 
mostly far off, and depend on 
intensive research to develop 
clinical applications. In the 
United Slates, government- 
funded research into embryon- 
ic stems cells has been strictly 
limited under President Hush, 
who opposes destroying human 
embryos fot scientific pursuits. 
Ancient medicine put to the test 
By Maura Lemer 
MCT 
MINNEAPOLIS — A few years 
ago, I-ric Buenz came across a 
17th-century book on herbal 
medicine. 
And he wondered if itsancient 
folk wisdom could withstand a 
little scientific scrutiny. 
So Buenz., then a graduate 
student at the Mayo Clinic, and 
a colleague decided to test a tree 
extract that the book claimed 
could cure diarrhea. 
What they found was that the 
potion, made from the nuts of 
the atun tree, works a lot like an 
antibiotic, killing various types 
ol bacteria. 
And in a report in the British 
Medical lournal this month, 
they explain how a 300-year- 
old text by a Dutch naturalist 
named Rumphius could help 
scientists in their search for 
new and better drugs. 
"It was lost traditional knowl- 
edge," Buenz said. 
Buenz, 29, traveled to Samoa 
to collect the nuts and consult 
with shamans. "And we tested ii 
and it worked." 
Mayo and the scientists have 
obtained a patent on the medic- 
inal properties of the atun tree 
nut, in hopes someone might 
develop it into a drug.w 
"Our findings," they wrote in 
the journal, "show thai poten- 
tial drugs can he identified 
by searching historical herbal 
texts." 
In a way it's not surprising, 
because many prescription 
drugs come from natural sub 
stances, said Dr. Brent Bauer, 
one nl the CO-aUthors Hid 
director of the Mayo Clinic's 
complementary and inlegra- 
tive medicine program. 
Possible genetic link to autism discovered 
By Kawanza Newson 
MCT 
MHWAUKEE— In a new finding, 
University ofWisconsin-Madison 
researchers have documented 
changes in the brains emotion- 
al center that may explain the 
social Impairment seen in cliil 
dren with autism. 
Anil in a separate Rent Ii stuck, 
scientists identified a gene thai 
may explain why some people 
develop autism. 
The UVV authors found that 
males with autism who spent the 
least time looking at a person's 
eyes in photographs had a much 
smaller amygdala — the almond- 
shaped danger-detecting region 
of the brain — than males uiih 
out autism. 
In addition, males with a small 
amygdala also had difficulty clis 
languishing anj bee showing an 
emotion from those with neutral 
expressions, researchers say 
"ibis is a great first step, 
said Stephen R&Oi a professot 
ol neurology and director of the 
functional imaging resean h 
center at the Medical Coflege of 
Wisconsin, who was not Invert ed 
in the study. 
"We pick up a lot of eino lions 
from our ability to distinguish 
facial expressions, so dun's why 
eye-tracking is good," he said 
Woman suffers 
seizures from 
musical tones 
By Michael A. Bell 
MCT 
rVXSS CHRISTIAN, Miss. - |oy 
Oaks never imagined the faint 
sounds of a tiny boombox could 
kill her. 
But when she hears music 
played ai nearby Kimball's 
Seafood on Wednesday nights, 
her body somedmes breaks into 
violent convulsions and het eyes 
roll to the back of her head. And 
when the seizure ends, she stops 
breathing. 
II she's not treated within min- 
utes, the -l.'i-vear-old could die. 
Oaks doesn't know exact!) 
what medical condition she has, 
but a Universirj ol Mississippi 
professor said she likely sul 
Ids (rom music cigenic epilepsv 
— a disease so rare no medical 
records exist about how manj 
people in the world have it. 
I li. Mech Sundaram. professor 
ol neurolog\ at the school's med- 
ical center, said cinlv one of his 
1300 patients has the disorder. 
(rrtain music. certain tones, cer- 
tain frequencies will precipitate 
or induce a seizure-, he said. 
Oaks' fiance, loc Kepfer, 
a detective in Bay St, Louis, 
Miss,  filed a disturhing-the- 
peace charge against Darlene 
kimball, owner of the restau 
rant and seafood market thai 
has been a staple on the t loasl 
since 1930. A warrant for her 
arrest was then issued. 
still, more studies thai demon 
strati1 the exclusivity of the amyg- 
dala need to be done before more 
conclusions are made. Itao Said 
Audsm, the most common 
condition in a group of di-vrl 
opmental disorders known as 
autism spectrum disorders, is a 
serious brain disorder that l>cgiiis 
in Infancy and prevents children 
from developing normally. 
Common signs, which can 
range from mild to severe, include 
Impaired social interaction, prob 
lems with verbal and non-verbal 
communication, and unusual, 
repetitive,   or   severely   limited 
activities and Interests, 
Tor the U\V study, research- 
ers analyzed data from 54 males, 
including 2H with autism spec 
trum disorders, who were ages it 
to 25.1 he participants were tested 
using magnetic resonance imag- 
ing and an eye-tracking device to 
record where the) looked 
Participants In the autism gn up 
who had a small amygdala were 
significant!) slower lo identif) 
happy, angry or sad fat Lai expres 
Skins and spent the least amount 
c if time looking at ev es i in the pho- 
tos. It took these males III percent 
longer than those- with the large 
amygdala lo recognize the emo- 
tional facial expressions, and I IK ise 
with ihc- largest amygdala spent 
about four times longer looking at 
eyes than those with the smallest 
In a separate Ending, a I rench 
studv    published    online    this 
month in Nature Genetics found 
thai mutations in a gene called 
SHANK3 may explain why a small 
group of individuals developed 
autism s|)ccrnini disorders. 
i in-   protein   encoded   liv 
SHANK3   interacts   with   other 
proteins called neuroUglns, which 
have a  lole  ill  brain  signaling. 
Mutations in  two of the gc-nc-s 
encoding neurotigins have previ- 
ously been found in a small num- 
ber of individuals with autism 
I In- researchers looked for the 
SHANK3 gene in more than 200 
ixiiple with tliedisoiders anil iden- 
tified it in three families. In the first 
family, a large part of the gene was 
missing In a person with autism. 
resultingin that persons inability lo 
speak and mental retardation. Tivo 
brothers with autism in the sec- 
ond lamilv had a smaller portion 
ol their gene missing. Both broth 
ers bad severely impaired speech 
and severe mental retardation. In 
the third tamily. a girl with autism 
had a deletion in SI IANK3, while 
her brother, affected with a mild 
form cit autism called \spergs 
syndrome, had an additional copy 
of SHANKS. I he girl had severe 
language delay while ha brother 
was gated in language develop- 
ment and had fluent speech. 
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To play: Complete the grid 
so that every row, column 
and every 3x3 box contains 
the digits 1 to 9. There is no 
guessing or math involved. 
Just use logic to solve 
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Sudoku puzzles for FREE. 
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David Dewalt - ownetstylist 
Lisa McCoy - stylist 
Julie Obermyer - stylist 
Tanning Visits: 
25 for $50 
Cut ond style included with • 
all chemical services 
Specializing in foils • 
The hottest Hilites ond color • 
Ihe hottest haircuts' 
Ml Hilites & coloi include haitcuts • 
2D22HDCQ0 TOCOB 
• S beds &l mega booth Si bulbs 
• CIEAN - all beds & booths ate cleaned 
sanitized by out staff between clients 
• Always hot new bulbs 
• Extended hours as needed 
• You con moke youi appointments 
all the woy to spiing bteok 
• Ihe best btands in tanning lotions 
that will increase youi Ian 60% 
and gel youi tanning plateau 
S beyond 
One of the top 
200 salons 
in the country 
Phone (419) 352-6459 
329 Ridge SI • Bowling Green 
NO RUSH!! 
We start LEASING for the 07' &08' school year 
on January 16,2007 
We are holding YOUR Apartment at 
University Village or University Courts 
One block south of Wooster 
Heat and Cable included 
(4l9)35Z-OI6t www.universityapartments.us 
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CONSTRUCTED: On ihe first day on the worksite Sophomore Katrma CaldweH. Junior 
Andrew Moore, and Sophomore Bobby Waltzer (clockwise from top) volunteered to assem- 
ble the roof o' this New Orleans structure. 
December? We spent Sunday 
downtown, enjoying the New 
Orleans culture, food and. 
shops. We explored the French 
Quarter, watched street per- 
formers and shopped in the 
French market. Together we 
dined on alligator and danced 
to blue grass music at Mutates 
for dinner. 
Day four: Gutting, as glam- 
orous as it sounds 
When a house is abandoned, 
Filled with water and then left 
alonefor 15 months, I've learned 
you can count on two things: a 
disastrous mess and smells you 
didn't even know existed. 
On Monday morning, each 
work team was dropped off at 
a separate house and spent the 
entire day gutting. 
I remember when my team, 
the Habitat llomies, opened 
the front door to our designated 
home for the first time. We all 
just stood there and stared at 
(he Interior of the house. Wall 
mirrors were shattered, couch- 
es were overturned and broken 
drywall covered the floor. That 
was just the front room. 
As we dug our way through 
ihe debris and cleared out the 
first room, we made our way 
into a seemingly endless series 
of other rooms that were all 
unlit and complete disasters. 
After a lunch of peanut but- 
ter and jelly sandwiches and 
a 11 ii led 11 \l A water, some of us 
journeyed to the second story 
of the house, where we disom 
ered the waterlines. About half 
way up the walls we could see 
the mold Infesting the drywall 
from where floodwater lingered 
after I lurricane Katrina. 
I had spent a week last sum- 
mer gutting houses in New 
Orleans. Inn ihe second story 
of this house hit home more 
than ihe others before it All 
of ihe rooms upstairs were 
ihe kids' bedrooms, and from 
what we could tell, they were all 
about our age. Old yearbooks, 
DVDs and trophies littered the 
Carpet We salvaged what we 
could and threw away what was 
destroyed. 
After Five exhausting hours ol 
carrying furniture and tearing 
up carpel, we collapsed across 
the street as we waited for our 
bus to pick us up. We stared at 
the 7-foot trash pile that had 
@ the Bowen-Thompson Student Union 
2007 BACK TO SCHOOL SPECIALS 
.*»-L*fc^ 
OFF REG. PRICE 
A^A 
\-§uh£Ct SrptfOl Nob2hxi{s 
Gel them while supplies last! 
• 
Reg Priced S?6 95 
Collect l>cYichUbni 
in the Greek Deportment 
»tfIA4 
f 
Hoods     S-Xl Reg. $39.99 Now $29 99 
XXL Reg. $4199 Now $31.99 
Crews     S-XL Reg $34.99 Now $24.99 
XXL Reg. $36.99 Now $26.99 
Zips        S-XL Reg $39 99 Now $29 99 
XXL Reg $41 99 Now $31 99 
Ml>ChcMlyits, Portion Law^OM, 
IWsOuSixsHs, Stpa^blotts 
in the General Booh Deportment 
Your University. Your Store. 
Serving BGSU & the community for over 70 years 
* All sales are valid through January 19th. 
* Not to be combined with any other discounts. 
* While supplies last. 
Extended Store Hours 
Jan. 8-11: 8am - 9pm 
Jan. 12: 8am-5:30pm 
Jan. 13 & 14: Noon - 5:30pm 
Jan. 15: 1 lam - 7:30pm 
Jan. 16-18: 8am -7:30pm 
Jan. 19: 8am - 5:30pm 
Methods of payment accepted: 
BIG Charge, Visa, Mastercard, Discover, Cash, Check 
accumulated in the front lawn, 
proud of what we had accom- 
plished. 
Day five and six: Our habitat 
home 
On Tuesday and Wednesday, 
we were fortunate enough to 
work with Habitat for Humanity 
in their Musicians Village where 
New Orleans musicians would 
live next door to families from 
the community. 
So far, the Musicians Village 
was filled with roughly 30 
brand new, brightly colored 
homes and had space lor doz- 
ens more. Our job was to help 
take those homes from a dream 
to a reality, 
My team uas taken to a home 
with the framework pretty 
much completed, but still had a 
lot of work lobe done. Once on 
she, we volunteered for different 
tasks and Mai led our workday. 
I  volunteered  to  help with 
hurricane strips and braces. 
Hammer the top of the metal 
strip into the top of the frame, 
bend the metal strip and then 
hammer it into a 90-degree 
angle. 
And the people that thought 
they  couldn't   spend  a  daj 
standing on the beams of an 
open roof? Well, ihey did. And 
people thai had never used a 
powei saw before? I hey spent 
the day culling wood. 
Our Habitat work showed 
us that every little thing does 
make a difference. We didn't 
finish our house, It's impossible 
lo do that ill tWO days, hill we 
did help build a home for a fam- 
ily In need. 
Day seven: And then the 
rains came... 
When we went to bed on 
Wednesday night, it was rain- 
ing.  When   we  woke  up  on 
rhursday; ii was still raining. 
In bet, ii was raining so hard 
thai the backyard of Camp 
Hope was quickly becoming 
a lake. 
Becauseoftherein, wemissed 
iin- dedication ol nut Habitat 
home, bill had the opportunity 
to help out Camp I lope 
Each work ream i»as given 
a task to help clean up camp 
like sweeping the gym or clean 
ing the bathrooms When thai 
was finished, We wen1 all asked 
to form .in assembly line and 
help move some boxes ol food 
from the kitchen to the front 
entrance. 
Some boxes turned out to be 
a couple hundred of the hea\ i 
est boxes I've ever lifted and il 
turns out the kitchen and the 
front entrance are at opposite 
ends of Camp Hope, 
I can't even count the mini 
ber of times I heard someone 
say "only 10 more boxes but 11 
boxes later, we werestlll passing. 
In fact, two hoiiislaiei.nn arms 
were covered In bruises and we 
were still passing boxes, 
Bui it was all worth it. 
Why? 
About hall way through the 
box passing, someone started 
singing and then someone else 
joined in. and prom soon we 
had sung ever) Christmas i arol 
vou can think of. 
The look on the faces ol thi 
Camp Hope volunteers made 
it  all  worth  it.  They  smiled 
laughed, videotaped and 
hugged us, constantly thanking 
us foi ihe holiday spirit. 
So maybe I never wanted lo 
see a box of canned tomatoes 
again, bill we had brought holi 
il,i\ cheer to some of the people 
who needed il Ihe most. 
As the last box passed 
through the hands ol those .11 
the end of the line, the othei 
hundred students rushed to the 
front entrance ol ('amp 1 lope, 
chanting: 
"B-GI* 
"S-lll" 
"B-GI" 
"S-IJ!" 
In the end. it was 100 BG 
voices chanting "Ziggj 
Zoomba," proud ol what they 
were able 10 accomplish 
team, II- voices. 112 Falcons. 
New Menu 
Selections! 
BEST BURGERS ON CAMPUS! 
Campus Corners restaurant introduces the all-natural 
steak burger. Many varieties are sure to please your 
burger craving! Stop in and enjoy many other new 
menu selections offered. Campus Corners is located in 
McDonald Dining Hall across from Offenhauer. 
Open Monday - Thursday, 5 PM-8 PM 
BGSU 
OPEN JANUARY  16™ FOR SPRING SEMESTER 
All Apartments Have: 
• 2 Full Baths 
• Furnished 
• Dishwasher 
• Garbage Disposal 
On-site laundry 
d 
d 
d 
d 
East Merry Avenue Apartments 
516 & 522 E. Merry Ave. 
Field Manor Apartments 
519 Leroy Ave., 542 & 560 Frazee Ave. 
Frazee Avenue Apartments 
624 & 656 Frazee Ave 
425 E. Court Street 
Remodeled Units Available 
SIGN UP TODAY 
WWW.BGNEWS.COM Tuesday. January 9.2007 15 
JORDAN FLOWER I 1HEB&NSWS 
EARLY BIRD: One of the smaller daily ride groups left early In 
the morning for a full day of fun in the snow. 
JORDAN ROWER       -rWiNEWS 
TOGETHER: Soty-eight students went on this year's trip to Colorado Springs which is up slightly from the past few years. 
MURAL: Each group that worked in Habitat's 
Musician's Village was asled to create a panel 
to be placed in a future Community Center. 
Freshman Jessi Kulik (left) and Senior Jessica 
Price volunteered to design BG's panel. 
JORDAN FIOWER 
TOP OF THE WORLD: A hot air balloon floats over the Yampa valley 
near the base of Mt. Werner. Gorgeous views like this were not uncommon. 
ALAINA8UZAS 
FRAMED: When building a house, every little bit counts, each job is as 
important as the next. To prepare for the siding to be put on. Sophomore 
Laura Saavedra hammered in thin boards around the door frame 
JORDAN FIOWER 
SKY-HIGH: Nick Wellen flies over a rock on 
the Sunshine Peak Run. Several back country 
runs are offered at Steamboat. 
AlAINABUZAS ! 'Hi BG NEWS 
STRAPPED IN: Kathenne Stetz tightens her bindings on her board as she 
gets ready to ride the slopes Some students rented foim a local rental shop 
but most brought theit own gear. 
•2 
JANUARY SPI 
Apis.     $ 
First FULL Month Free* 
JL 1 Betroom & 
* Studios Available 
~i Within walking 
* distance to campus 
^419-352-7891 
w Vineyard Church in Bowling Green 
COLORADO 
From Page 1 
them on the way there. 
According to the Federal 
IX'partnient ofTransportation, a 1ms 
driver can drive for 10 hours before 
having to stop. However, before they 
can drive another 10 hours they 
must rest for eight hours. Therefore, 
we actually had three drivers to get 
us to Steamboat Springs. The first 
driver draw us all the way to Peni, 
111., where we picked up our second 
driver who drove us to Kearney, Neb. 
In Kearney; lurgcn Moose boarded 
the bus and drove us all the way to 
Steamboat Springs. 
Sunday 
Otii first day we were on the 10,568 
foot Mt. Werner to ride some of the 
2,939 acres of slopes. There was a 
3,668 foot vertical drop from the top 
of the mountain to the ski base. 
"I've skied before, but it's com- 
pletely different out here," said 
Bridget I laley, freshman. 
In comparison, Mad River 
Mountain in Ohio is only 144 acres 
according to its V\eb site. With .ill 
that space on the mountain it's hard 
to say if the mountain is eva lull. 
And no one in our group ever waited 
more than five minutes for a lift. 
Monday 
Aj n iibcr upside to the trip were the 
IK ing conditions — we didn't stay In 
the local resort hotel, we stayed in 
rondos, lach condo had a full kitch- 
en, and one or two bedrooms, with 
normally lour people to a condo. 
Another great gathering point 
was the outdoor hot nib. Every 
night, it was packed widi people, 
designed to sit lo people there were 
more like 15 to 20 on some nights. 
Most students were up late hanging 
out, gaming or out on the town, Hut 
everyone was up early, around 6:30 
a.m., the next day to hit the freshly 
groomed slopes. 
Tuesday 
"Flippin awesome,' SUM/ said 
about the trip so far. 
No one had yet to complain 
about anything on the trip. One of 
the routes I rode was called "Win 
Not" and is the longest run on the 
mountain at three miles. It runs 
around the east side of the moun- 
tain giving riders a full view ol the 
Yampa River Valley. 
Other runs like Vagabond.' 
"Heavenly Daze" and "Vogue" 
offer gorgeous views of the test "its 
and surrounding mountains. 
Runs like "Christmas free Bowl" 
or the entire "Morning Side Park" 
offer runs that give a rider more 
of a back country feel while still 
being covered by the ski patrol 
And for the first time since we had 
been there, it started snowing. 
Wednesday 
Both snowboarders and skiers 
wan) fresh powder in the morning, 
it started snowing heavily last night 
We woke tip to it still snowing on top 
of around one foot of accumulate in 
\i this point, Cavins began worn, ing 
about the trip home, but frustration 
was quickly lost in champagne pow- 
der bBss, 
It snowed all day long at a constant 
heavy speed and by 5 p.m. there 
was another loot of snow on the 
ground. Highways in the ana were 
shut down, and the Rabbit tars Pass 
that we came through to arrive was 
closed. The other pass through the 
mountains was two hours north at 
ton Collins. The morning would fur- 
ther tell us hou we should go. 
Thursday 
The st low continued to fall all night 
and into early morning .We had to lie 
out of the Condos by 9 a.m. which 
wasn't going to lx' a problem until 
die storm hit. We went downtown to 
kill time and allow road crews to do 
their job, clearing the snow We left 
downtown at noon and started our 
soon lo lx1 36 lie mi trip bade What 
is normal) a two hour drive into 
Denver took us live hours to make 
it to (lolden. when' we stopped for 
the night 
Making it to (,olden was an ordeal 
all in itself MXHlt an hour into the 
trip one of the chains that our driver 
attached before we left broke and 
Started banging against the side ol 
the bus. As we made it to the inter 
change to gel on 1-76 we Stopped 
once more for food 
Once we were on 1-76 the toads 
weieni that bad in most areas but 
somewere icy. snow Inundatedroads 
threatened to stop us from making it 
to our destination within our time 
constraints, four hours into our nip 
we had reached Golden, Colo., home 
ol the Brst eve Coors brewery 
We were ehei ked into a Holidav 
inn and were mid that because or 
the Storm all the restaurants in ihe 
area weredosed, the hotel was going 
to provide us with dinner that night 
and we were to be on the bus bj 5 
am. the next morning 
Friday 
I liday morning we all loaded 
back on the bus with a very tired 
silence. Most people went back to 
sleep, some staved up and read or 
watched movies on their laptops. 
Once we made it past Denver the 
roads seemed to clear up but the 
remains of the storm were very pres- 
ent Tracks were still in the snow of 
where cars had passed by and some 
tnii ks were still llip|xil by the side of 
the roads. 
We drove until around 9 a.m. and 
stopped lot food. I he lesi of the trip 
went without a hitch, we pulled into 
liowling(ireeiial6a.m.ilie\iiurila\ 
before! hristmas.Weall parted with 
happy memories ol a great trip. 
.demonstrating passion for God & 
compassion tor people.. 
Sunday @ 10:30 am 
meaningful  worship 
relaxed & casual 
atmosphere 
1180 North Main Street • Bowling Green, OH 419.686.8117 
IS YOUR IMPORT FEELING ILL? 
WE HAVE THE CURE 
BG's largest and 
most complete 
import facility 
419-352-7031 
12953 Kramer Rd, 
off of S. Main 
WAL-MART 
^^ SUPERCENTER 
ALWAYS LOW PRICES -   • 
SM 
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Students prepare for the semester ahead 
STOCKING UP ON SUPPLIES: Students wait in long lines at the University bookstore 
Creating real life adventures 
ByJacki.Burr.il 
MCT 
WALNUT CREEK, Calif. — 
Hearts hammering, io blue- 
tagged runners raced through 
the night, darting frenetically 
through hotel lobbies, weav- 
ing down increasingly empty 
streets and crawling, Ninja- 
style. through Golden Gate Park 
to flee an ever-escalating num- 
ber of pursuers. 
The adrenaline rush only sub- 
sided when they crested the last 
hill and caught sight of thereat 
ing bonfire and glistening surf 
oi Ocean Beach, and smelted 
the unmistakable sweet scent 
nfs'mores. 
There was a time when the 
words "alternate reality" con- 
jured up visions of friendless 
geeks clutching game control- 
lers. Bui there's another world 
of alternate reality w here ga mes 
like SI Zero happen in the real 
world, not on-screen. 
It's a world of unuammeled 
creativity; where city plazas 
and telephone booths become 
playing fields, players become 
creative superheroes, and sud- 
denly, adventure is everywhere 
"It makes the world magical," 
said Kelly Kevak. a folklore mas 
ters student at the University of 
California-Berkeley and one of 
si /ciii's top-scoring players. 
Ibis magical world emerged 
five years ago, when some cre- 
ative game designers challenged 
folks obsessed by video games 
like "Doom" to get up off the 
couch and go outside. 
Using online instructions, 
the so-called puppetmasters 
conjured up physical challenges 
and insane puzzles that no one 
could solve alone, and wrapped 
up tin- package in a compelling 
narrative arc 
Suddenly there was a new 
genre thai encouraged intellec- 
tual collaboration and creativ- 
ity and built far-flung, but light- 
knit communities. And it did so 
using nearly every recent tech 
trend, from wireless commu- 
nication to global positioning 
technology, social networking 
and You Tube, 
"It puts the virtual into the 
reality," said Berkeley game dev- 
otee lean Bascom, "instead of 
the reality into the virtual." 
Americans 
TV instead 
prefer getting news from 
of the Internet, study says 
By Frank Davios 
MCT 
WASHINGTON — The next Bill 
Gales is more likely to come 
from China or lapan than the 
United States, at (Hiding to a poll 
oi Americans' internet attitudes 
released last Wednesday 
Most  \mericans polled also 
Management Inc. 
Renting for 
2007/2008 
Call 353-5800 or 
Visit Us Online at 
www.meccabq.com 
Have a few places 
open NOW 
niiisii.it.- Apts. 
1082 Fairview Ave. 
I & 2 bdrm Apts. or 3 bdrm Twnh. 
Dishwasher & Garbage Disposal 
Washer & Dryers (in 2/3 bdrm) 
Air Conditioning 
Carports & 6GSU Bus Shuttle 
"Ask about internet discount 
Findlay Pike Apts. 
111/113 FindlayPk Portage, OH I 
Large 2 & 3 bdrm Apts. 
Efficiency Garage for 1 Vehicle 
Starting at S475/mo. » Utilities 
Only Moments from B.G.! 
Ev.rgr.cn Apts. 
215E.Po.Rd. 
Large 1 or 2 Bedroom 
Efficiencies 
Laundry on Site 
BGSU Bus Route 
Only IS minute walk to campus! 
think thai new camera and 
Internet technologies are turning 
the United Slates "into a nation 
of voyeurs and paparazzi." 
And by a 2-to-l margin, 
Americans say they would rather 
watch an old -fashioned IV eve- 
ning news report's coverage of 
an event than the son of "citizen 
Video" that has become increas- 
ingly popular. 
The nationwide poll of 1,203 
adults was conducted this 
month by /ogby International 
for a Washington firm, 463 
Communications, that works 
with the tech Industry The poll 
lias a margin of error of plus or 
minus 2.9 percentage points. 
An overwhelming majority of 
those [Killed (83 percent) believes 
it typical 12-year-old knows more 
about the Internet than the ava 
age member of Congress. Thai 
may reflect YouTubc's widely 
viewed clip of Sen. I ill Stevens, 
ft-Alaska, describing the Internet 
as "a series of tubes," 
But even with YouTubc's popu- 
larity, most Americans still favor 
a traditional news source such 
as an evening news broadcasl 
over citizen videos for coverage 
of the same event. One out of 
four younger Americans iagc.2"i 
to 34) would prefer the video over 
conventional news coverage 
Both Republicans and 
Democrats by a 7-to-3 margin 
would prefer an evening news 
report, while independents were 
sliglnly more willing to choose a 
citizen video. 
Most respondents wen' opti- 
mistic about the reach of the 
Internet, with a majoritj saving 
thai within in years every place 
in the world will have online 
access. 
But they were somewhat pes- 
simistic on whether the United 
States will be in Ihe forefront of 
business dominance. 
Participants were given a 
choice of six countries that "the 
next Bill Gales is likely to come 
from." First choice was China 
(26.7 percent), followed by lapan 
(22.4 percent), the United states 
(20.8 percent), India (13 percent), 
Russia (2.1 percent) and Brazil (.4 
percent). 
OUTBACK 
^IE^C ;A 
Heinzsiti; Aptv 
710-652 N. Enterprise 
1 & 2 Beedrooms 
Washer/Dryer in 2 bdrm 
Walking distance to campus! 
Management Inc. 
Stop by the Office 
at 1045 N. Main St. or 
Check Us Out at 
www.maeccabg.com 
for full listing, 
prices, & pictures! 
Now Hiring 
Servers 6 Cooks 
Top wage*. 
■Flexible Hours 
■Paid Vacations 
'Health   Dental Insurance 
Apply In Person Mon-Fri 2-4 
401.W. Dussel Rd. 
Maumee. OH 43537 
(fust a lew minute* from ItCV 
Tikt 1-475 W. to DUSKI -turn right) 
f THE TANNING CENTER sVwiw) 6C, iirtt 1980 
32 Rooms Available!! 
No Hidden Fees - No Credit (.ml Required 
1 WEEK FREE 
• With purchase of standard 
month One time purchase 
H| 111/17 
3 MONTHS 
in Ihe standard beds 
THE HEAT 
904 E Wooster      5 beds. 1 booth 
419- 352-3588       «'■>«•»<'° campus 
SOUTHSIDE LAUNDROMAT 
993 S Main 5 „,„•, 2 boolhs 
419-353-8826        appt. available 
THE WASH HOUSE 
248 N. Main 17 beds. 2 boolhs 
419-354-1559        no appt. needed 
$69 
r  
I INTRODUCING 
I Out the 
door 
I pricing 
THATSONLYS23 
PER MONTH AND WE 
PAY THe TAX! 
W1/31/17 
The Daily Crossword Fix 
brought to you by bookstore 
n }> ^m pe^ zr    n 
llllii; 
ACROSS 
1 Grad. degrees 
4 Future oak 
9 Boneheaded 
14 Frequently, to a bard 
15 Son of Montague 
16 Southeast Asian capital 
17 Spanish nver 
18 Meeting moderator 
20 Old hand 
21 Chilean cape 
22 "Roses     red..." 
23 Assistants 
25 Quiver 
29 Impudent 
30 Common crustacean 
31 Make "all gone" 
32 Dilutes 
34 Garish 
35 Utmost degree 
36 Sty denizens 
37 Blink ot an eye 
38 Belly problem 
1 Change shape 
2 Blazing 
3 Informer 
4 Bowmen 
5 Accomplice 
6 Sharif and Bradley 
7 Deer head? 
8 Negative link 
9 "...and .    hangs a tale' 
10 Seraglio 
11 Election winners 
12 Speak tenderly 
13 Relatives 
19 Fourth of July event 
24 Animal quarters 
25 Pickup 
26 Third-string player 
27 Shaping machine 
28 Anesthetic option 
30 Egyptian hub 
32 Pulsate 
33 Bit of an uproar 
34 Dixie breakfast fare 
37 Rehearsal 
38 On the crest 
40 Pastry entrees 
41 Declamation 
44 Kitchen utensil 
46 Condemn 
47 Independently 
48 Japanese verse 
49 Little screecher 
51 Musial or Kenton 
53 Flatfoot 
54 Sharing pronoun 
55 Shoshone 
56 Praiseful composition 
39 Future school? 
40 Idiosyncrasy 
41 Different 
42 Cry of discovery 
43 "Do     others as..." 
44 Increase 
45 Tosses back and forth 
47 Plains tribe 
50 Collector's French coin 
51 Petty quarrel 
52 Unrefined 
53 Boob tube addict 
57 Wire thickness measure 
58 Off-the-wall 
59 Brave soul 
60 out (supplement) 
61 on (victimizes) 
62 Access 
63 Tiresome grind 
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Telephone: 419-372-2851 
Email: bookstore@bgsu.edu 
Website: bookstore.bgsu.edu 
U    N V   E   R   S 
bookstore 
YoTITuriTversiT^^ourSTore 
(/)   Monday-Thursday 
fy     9:O0am-7:30pm 
Friday 
9:00am-5:30pm 
Saturday-Sunday 
Noon-5:30pm 
O 
x 
Help Wanted 
NEWS 
Classified Ads 
419-372-6977 
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For Rent 
Travel 
BAHAMAS SPRING BREAK 
CELEBRITY CRUISE Irom $339! 
Includes Meals, Taxes, Exclusive 
Parties w/MTV Celebrities Cancun. 
Acapulco. Nassau. Jamaica From 
$599! Panama City & Daytona Irom 
$169! Organize a group and travel 
FREE1 Call SpringBreakTravel.com 
al 1-800293-1443 or visit 
ivtvw.sonnabreaMfavel.CQm 
use promo code na55 
' Still looking for a great job 
in the Bowling Green area??' 
$$ SALARY ($400/wk).lull ben- 
elits$ 
FULL TIME ONLYEntry Level- 
Sales & Managers. Only 15 mins. 
away; Start date: Jan. 15. 2007 
GOOD COMMUNICATION 
SKILLS NEEDED 
No Exp Needed-Paid Training 
Work 12-9PM 
CALL KRIS TODAY 419-261-6034 
TruGreen ChemLawn-EOEMF D'V 
BABYSITTER needed lor 3 yr. old 
in out BG home spring semester. 
Mon. & Tues. alternoons plus 
additonal hours & days available. 
Experience & references required 
Contact Jon at 419-318-4339 or 
ieabel@bgsu.edu 
ENTREPRENEURS NEEDED 
Student Painters is currently tilling 
our summer management internship 
positions. We are looking tor hard- 
working, motivated college students 
who want to get experience running 
a small business in their hometown. 
All training is provided. Start to build 
your resume and earn $7,000 to 
$10,000 this coming summer. Call: 
888-839-3385 
1 bedroom, as low as $399 00 
419-352-0590 
Wanted 
PERFORMER NEEDED 
For a Dinner Theatre play. 
African-American male, 
age 20 -40. 
Will be paid. 
Musi be able to act & play piano. 
Call Memory Worlis 419-341-9640 
SUBLEASER NEEDED ASAP! 
1 bedrm. apt. 3 blocks from campus, 
cats allowed. Call 419-372-8224 & 
ask tor Alexia for details. 
For Rent 
Help Wanted 
'BARTENDING! up to $300/day No 
exp. necessary. Training provided. 
Call 800-965-6520 ext. 174. 
Female babysitter needed 2 eves, 
per week in Perrysburg home. Ref- 
erences & transportation required. 
Call 419-343-1696. 
"1 & 2 bdrm. units avail Now low as 
$399 mo . TV. 07-08 Rentals Hous- 
es & Apts Going last. 1 sem. avail. 
all next to camus. S5 Web close to 
downtn. Call 419-353-0325 9am- 
9pnvlisting 24/7. 316 Merry 3 updat- 
ed listing @ cartyrentals.com 
Male has a furnished room for rent 
with freedom of house. $225 mo. 
$100 deposit 419-354-6117. 
07 - 08 School Year 
1,2 & 3 bedroom apts. available. 
For more into call 419-354-9740. 
1 roommate needed now until May. 
Campbell Hill S325 mo . ulililies. 
260-241-1534 
2 bdrm house. 327 1/2 E. Merry. 
$525 pr.mo ♦ electric. Oll-Sl. Park- 
ing Close to Campus & Very Clean 
Avail, in August. 419-654-5716. 
3 - 4 bdrm Ig house. Wooden deck 
of* back w> Ig tront porch & Ig living 
room. No pets. $1200 prvmo. t utils. 
Ofl-St Parking. 327 E Merry. Avail 
in August 419-654-5716 
3 bdrm house. 1 block from campus. 
W.D. AC. Avail Aug 07. I yr lease. 
Call 419-897-5997. 
3 bdrm. house. 118 Clay St. $1200. 
131 N. Church St. $800 
419-308-2456 
3-4 Bedroom House. $900 month 
Avail May 2007. 640 S. Summit St. 
Call 419-308-9905 
4 bedrm. house. 1 1(2 bath. AC. 
washer/dryer. 2 car garage. 1 block 
from campus. Avail May. 12 month 
lease. 419-654-9512 
5 bedroom house, great location. 
Washer and dryer included. 
Call 353-8611 or 352-1584. 
HousesiApts lor 07-08 school year 
12 month leases only 
S. Smith Contracling, LLC 
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave 
Otliceopen 10-2M - F 
www.bgapannienls.com 
Ouiet tenants preferred 
Looking to sublease? When- This 
summer. Where- 1030 East 
Wooster 
SI Contact me at 937-417-2252 or 
mockha@bgsu.edu il interested. 
Two 3 bdm houses. Close to BGSU 
Off-street parking. W/D. AC. One-3 
bdrm. apt. w/ W/D, oft-streel parking 
Close to BGSU One-2 bdrm. apt. 
off street pkg Close to BGSU All 
avail Aug. 15. 2007. 419-352-4773 
419-601-3225 (cell) 
Wmlhrop S Summit Terrace Apts. 
400 E. Napoleon Rd. 
419-353-9135 
Coming J 
to Findlay! 
At Max & Kmi.t's, we know that by creating 
a great place to work, we are creating 
a great place for our guests. We are truly 
passionate about people. 
Now Hiring 
Servers • Bartenders • Cooks 
Host/ess • Dishwashers 
Apply in person 
Mon - Fri 9a - 7p at the 
NEW Max & Erma's location in 
front of Wal-Mart on Trenton Ave. 
max ® Zrma's 
For ditocltons and lo download an application 
please visit www.maxandermas.com 
1 -2-3 Bedroom Apartments 
From Only $485! 
On selected floor plans 
• Ground floor ranch 
• Private entrance 
• Patio 
■ Spacious kitchen 
• Pets welcome! 
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